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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Today's world is dynamic employing man's creativity
and ingenuity on a vast scale and utilizing the earth's nat
ural resources at an amazing rate. In this world man lives
in specific and varied localities, unique unto themselves,
yet part of the grand mosaic of an interdependent and total
world.
Careful guidance of learning activities is needed to
provide an adequate geographic analysis of these localities,
their products, their people and other environmental factors
which affect them, their work and their contributions to man
kind every where.
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this
study to collect data concerning (1) the nature and scope of
guidance in the elementary grades; (2) the nature of learn
ers and the learning process; <3) the vital role and scope of
geographic content In the curriculum; (if) the learning activ
ities including methods and devices; and (5) measurement eval
uation and diagnosis.
Importance

the, study. In this aerospace age, geo

graphic understandings are more important than ever bafore.
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It is essential to know about people and their countries
throughout the xrorld.

Time and space relationships are of

increasing significance.

Climate and weather information

has become more important to a mobile population.

More is

known about our earth, its shape, its polar areas, the
depth of its oceans, the nature of its glaciers and the sun
and outer space.
Information and additional discoveries growing out
of the International Geophysical Year seems to be just the
beginning of increased knowledge concerning the earth and
the earth in space.

To be able to understand news on tele

vision, radio and in newspapers and magazines it is impera
tive to have a good background in geography.
Because of the position of the United States of
America in world leadership, American citizens are traveling
abroad in increased numbers as statesmen, as tourists, and
for defense purposes.

Those who stay home have increasing

contact with people of other countries who visit America to
study in our schools scientific developments, the American
ways of life, agricultural techniques, as exchange students
of various kinds as well as tourists and sight seers.

It be

comes apparent that an all out effort be made to see that
geography gets a proper share of emphasis.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Guidance.

Stated in terms of purpose, guidance is

3
to assist the individual through instruction and direction
to gather knowledge, information,and skills; to make wise
choices, adjustments, and interpretations in life situations
in such a way as to ensure continual grox<?th in ability for
self-direction, so that as the child "increases in stature
he will increase in wisdom."
Learning activities.

Refers to several basic pro

cedures, and tools, related to the acquisition of knowledge,
meaning, sharing, interpreting and mastery of skills.
Geography.

Geography is a dynamic science dealing

with the unique synthesis of the whole world in continuous
evolution.

It has a great deal to do with associative and

relational thinking.

It is an attempt to see the related-

ness of physical facts and cultural facts over the earth for
the precise purpose of throwing intelligent light on the
problems of society.

It is an attempt to see some sense,

pattern or guiding principle in the apparently haphazard dis
tribution of human life and activity over the globe,
ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
It is the purpose of Chapter II to give excerpts from
some of the references.

As an effort toward brevity only

identifying statements were given concerning the other ref
erences used.
Chapter III will present the concept of guidance as

if
it relates to teachers and particularly as it relates to the
teaching responsibilities of the teacher in the elementary
grades.
The nature of children as defined by their intelli
gence, their problems, their emotional reactions and needs
or lack of need fulfillment with some suggestions for self
fulfillment td.ll be discussed in Chapter IV*

Some idea of

the learning process will be included also.
The curriculum and geography are defined,
ment of objectives is made.

A state

The writer has presented a dis

cussion of the role, scope, status, and new viewpoints of
geography,

A knowledge of geographic skills and concepts,

geography and the new age, and a tentative outline is pre
sented in Chapter V,
Chapter VI presents the activities, such as units,
field trips, map study, devices and other learning activi
ties such as the assignment, developing study habits, recita
tion, questions, critical thinking and drill or practice.
Ways of measuring growth, evaluating performances,
locating and removing deficiencies are discussed in Chapter
VII,
A summary of the findings is given in Chapter VIII,

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Guidance In the elementary school is relatively new.
Direct literature on this phase of the study is rather scarce.
However, within the limits of the paucity of materials is a
clearly defined approach to the use of guidance in this seg
ment of American public education.
The literature on learning activities is not recent
but is basic since no composite studies have teen made since
the publication of data quoted in this study.
There is much recent up-to-date information on geo
graphic education, its content, skills, methods and devices
for teaching and learning and for evaluating performance.
The literature on the nature of learners and learn
ing was selected because it was descriptive of the behavior
of the children in terms of levels of expectancies, position
or rank, needs and interests.
Literature on guidance.

Frandsen said;

Guidance has become the key word to successful and
effective teaching and learning in our schools. Through
guidance the schools promote a desire within the child
to want to achieve the success of everyday life. This
new concept is the main objective of every sincere and
conscientious teacher who realizes the importance of
correct self-guidance.
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No longer is the teacher a policeman who tries to
catch Johnie pulling Susan's hair* Instead, the
teacher is the guide to show that behavior has its own
reward, good or bad. In the opinion of other members
of the school sociery,1
In visiting a school today, we are not interested
primarily in the kind of a disciplinarian the teacher is or
whether the pupils "mind" their teacher.

We are interested

in the pupil-teacher, teacher-pupil, and pupil-pupil rela
tionship. Martin said, "We are interested to see if there
is recognition and appreciation of each other as persons.
We observe whether there is respect for each other's rights
and privileges so that each pupil may develop to the best of
their ability*"2
Yates^ discusses the guidance point of view in the
elementary school5 stating that,"The heart of the guidance
program in the elementary school is the teacher." "Guidance
in the elementary school is an integral part of the teaching
and learning process*" "Thus, today, guidance in the elemen
tary school has become a very important factor. The teacher
must be made to realize that good teaching is guidance of her
pupils."

%aud Linstrom Frandsen, "Today...It's Guidance,"
Guidance in the Elementary Grades (Connscticuts The Educa
tional Publishing Company, 1957), p. 3*
%ary R. Martin, "Discipline Through Guidance," Guid
ance in. jtha KLemontanyjhmdas. ^(Connecticut: The Educational'
Publishing Company, 19.57)TPT 6.
^Zella Grace Yates, Guidance in Elementary Grades
(Connecticut: Educational Publishing Company, 1953), p. b-3.
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Although she presents the concept of guidance as the
new approach to teaching, several issues** are discussed.

In

cluded in the reading is an interpretation of effective guidance » *5/
In discussing background preparation of the teacher
it was stated that;
Teacher training should include many of the areas
required for counselors; Recent developments in child
and adolescent psychology, techniques for the study of
children and youth, understanding of the role of the
teacher in guidance, a knowledge of and skills for
guidance of all pupils, extra class activity sponsor
ship, home and community relationships, promotion of
pupil health (mental, social, physical), knowledge of
group process, mutual teamwork functioning, profes
sional development, and the alms and philosophy of guid
ance in the total school setting.0
One educator interested in the guidance function of
teachers, states:
The guidance function really implies a basic conver
sion in the production process of teacher education. The
whole program must be oriented with reference to teach
ing as developmental guidance of individuals and groups.
This does not imply neglect of subject-matter but a dif
ferent use of it, for teachers in the making. Narrow
subject-matter preparation needs to be broadened and
deepened, so that the prospective teacher is sufficiently
secure to draw upon rich backgrounds and to guide learn
ers in life-related learning, adjusting it to individual
needs. In order to be ready to assume this guidance funC'
tion in the school, the prospective teacher needs to en
vision this as an integral part of the teachers responsi
bility, They need to have prior contacts and guidance
responsibilities with children and youth, as well as re
sources for anticipating some of their adjustment prob
lems, developmental needs and for meeting these with
**Ibid., p. iflf,
P. *+5.
, n, ,^JanetnA- KeUy, guidance an& ±he Cpxilicjiljsii
wood Cliffs; Prentice Hall, 1955), P.

(Engle-
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understanding. They must also seek to understand them
selves and the effect of their adjustment unon their
guidance relations with children and youth,'
There is much discussion on extra curricula activi
ties.

However, there was no adaptation of the usual formal

curriculum to take care of these expressed needs#

Classroom

and extra curricular activities ware regarded as separate,
and there we re even efforts to distinguish the latter from
the total educative process.

In fact, according to one au

thority, extra curricula programs sprang into existence hecauses
They were "bootlegged through the back door of the
school by the children themselves, as an important part
of their everyday life which they refused to leave out
side, and the school administration found it easier to
supervise the program than to suppress it."
These programs, however, even though separated from
the work of the classroom, developed great potentialities,
Kelly says, "They helped students solve many problems of in
terpersonal relationships, and without doubt, afforded many
experiences in group responsibility, group sharing, group
planning and group cooperative endeavor, all of which are
vital to youth as a preparation for living in a democratic
society,

^Laura Zirbes, !rTeachers for Today's Schools," Asso
ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Washington,
D. C.s National Education Association, 1951), pp. 39-Uo.
^Harold Spears, The Emerging High School Curriculum
and Its Direction (New Yorki American Book Co., 19$5) , p. 25,
'Kelly, jQp,#

j P» 10,

9
These activities are interesting to teachers because
of their developmental values.

In many schools, they have

been neglected as sources for growth and development of
youth.

"A great error on the part of educators and persons

responsible for guidance has been the failure to recognize
their full value and to include them as currieular experi
ences.
Many small schools that have not had any particular
type of organised services for guidance have put educational
emphasis on making every teacher "guidance-conscious• "H
Guidance should exist in all places—in classes,
clubs, teams, and in social areas. It helps the stu
dent to know himself as a person, as a member of a
group, and as a member of society. Guidance is posi
tive. It is geared to meet the needs of all children.
It is concerned with the preventive and developmental
aspects and does not devote solely to the remedial,
specialized and clinical aspects,12
The purposes and conceptions of guidance have been
stated in many xtfays.

Some think of guidance as organized

services designed to give "systematic aid to pupils in solv
ing their problems and in making adjustments to various sit
uations which they must meet."13 in general, the purpose of
guidance has been to assist the individual through counsel
to make wise choices, adjustments, and interpretations In
connection with critical situations in his life in such a

P. 11.
l^Kelly, loc. cit.
12Ibld.
r, ,
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
Evaluative Criteria (7^ Jackson, Washington, 1950), p. 221
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way as to ensure continual growth in ability for selfdirection.
Guidance is also described as a "counseling serv
ice to assist the individual in achieving self-direction
and educational, vocational, personal adjustment, and to
take positive steps in the light of new orientations."-^
Others conceive at least one main function of guidance "as
competency in the use of techniques that can be used in spe
cific cases to study the behavior of children and to diag1 fi

nose their problems.ni

One of the most recent emphasis, on all levels, is
that of guidance "as a composite of personnel serviceschild attendance, orientation, individual analysis, health,
occupational and educational information placement, and fol
low-up,
Another emphasis of recent writers is that guidance
"provides an environment in which every child can grow into
a socially desirable, happy and wholesome personality. In
Ik
Arthur J. Jones, Principles of Guidance (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19^-5)» Frontispiece,
1*3
yCarl Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy (Bostons
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19*f2), Chapter I,
l6
Ruth Strang, Counseling Techniques in College and
Secondary School (Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1937); Also
Eugene Traveler, Techniques of Guidance (Hew York: Earner and
Brothers, 19**5),
~~
1^Report

of Conference called by the Office of Educa
tion, Federal Security Agency, "Pupil Personnel Services in
Elementary and Secondary Schools," (Washington: Federal Se
curity Agency, Office of Education, Circular Ho. 325, (1951).
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such an environment, -we avoid telling the child what to do
and how to do it, rather, we encourage him to develop traits
of self-direction, self-control and self-appraisal.

Good

guidance is just good teaching,""*-®
If guidance is to "become effective in the lives of
boys and girls, said Kelly:
It must be inherent in the teaching process, the
learning experiences of pupils and in all the learning
laboratories of the school, Including those of poten
tial value in the community. Guidance, instruction,
and curriculum need to become inseparable parts of "6he
total educative process, and work hand in hand to meet
the life problems of students and to suggest meaningful
solutions for them. The teacher should be the pivot
for the successful functioning of guidance
Klausmeir explains the difference between counseling
and guidance. He says;
In its highest sense, teaching is guiding the learn
ing and play activities of children so that they develop
independence and self-control, The teacher not only
works directly with the children, but she tries to con
trol the school environment and to make any changes in
it that will facilitate their development. This also is
guidance. This guiding of hers and the guidance services
she uses differ from counseling in several important re
spects. Namely, (1) the concept purpose and place of the
interview and conference, (2) the emphasis given to the
adults role, (3) the degree of specialization, and (1+)
time.^Q
Though the classroom teacher may not have specialized
in guidance and counseling in college, she cannot escape these
responsibilities because of the very nature of children^
lSYates,

on, cit., p. if, lf3.

^Kelly, on. cit., Preface,
20Klausmeir,

Dresden, Davis, and Wittich, Teaching

MLJfae Elementary School (Hew York: Harper and Brothers,
1955)7 PP. 553-559.
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normal developmental problems. Many teachers have no time
set aside each day for counseling interviews as such, yet
they often have "brief conferences with a child who exhibits
symptoms of emotional disturbance. The manner in which
these conferences are conducted has very different results
so far as helping children is concerned.
Literature on learning activities. The literature
on learning activities will consist of those experiences
needed to guide the growth and development of learners in
teaching-learning situations.
A large number of investigations cover all aspects of
the assignment: number, placement, time used, effectiveness
and types. Fortunately, these have been complied in two mono
graphs which are minus of statistical evidence and of illus
trative materials. Ho important investigations have appeared
since these were published.
the other by

One is by Carr and Waage^l and

^2 Their studies show that evidence exists

Yoakum,

showing the relationship between good assignments and teaching
success. Studies of pupil failure also show the importance of
the assignment since vague indefinite unmotivated assignments
are common causes of failure to learn.
The arbitrary assignment of pages, exercises, topics
21

William Carr and John Waage, The Lesson Assignment
(Los Angeles: Stanford University Press, 1931), p. 59.
22
Gerald A. Yoakum, The Improvement of the Assignment
(Hew York: The McMillan Company, 1932), p. ^53,
~~
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or chapters tells the class where the assignment may be.
It does not tell what the assignment is nor what to do with
it,

Ho learning objective is indicated, no study questions

or aids provided, and no standard for evaluating results is
indicated.
Principals underlying the characteristics of good
assignments have been chosen from Garr and

Waage,23

Yoakum^

and Bossing,2^
1, The objective, the thing to be done, should be
stated in clear simple language. The ability to do
this is not immediate and automatic. Study and prac
tice are necessary,
2, A provocative and convincing connection should
be made between the subject matter of the assignment
and the typical activities, interests, and needs of the
pupils' current lives.
3, Assignments, while connected with and motivated
by pupil need and interest must also serve desirable
social purposes of education, that is, lead to the de
velopment of outcomes useful in the organized society
of democratic life,
if. Study guide questions and other aids should be
included,
5. Assignments must provide for different levels
of achievement, for greatly varied study or learning
activities in accord with the range of differences in
ability, interest and needs within the group,
6, Assignments should be based in so far as possi
ble, on pre-test data, or other information about the
class which may he secured by the teacher for cumula
tive records or other sources.
23carr

and Vfeage, ojq, cit., pp. ^3-77.
2lfYoakum, op, cit., pp. 375-38^.
2^Welson Bossing, Teaching in Secondary Schools
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935)? PP. 2*f8l2l>2.
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7. Assignments should initiate and motivate sub
stantial units of work* Day by day fragmentary as
signments should be avoided rigorously. Periodic sum
maries of progress with attendant reorganization of
assignments is desirable.
8. Assignments should use all the time necessary
for explanations, for answering pupil questions for
developing an adequate plan of action.
All kinds of trivial and non-fundamental character
istics are used as basic classification.
is futile to reproduce the lists.

For this study, it

It will summarize the list

by Yoakum:
He divides the list into "old type" and "new type"
assignments. His old-type lists are: page, paragraph,
topical chapter, question exercise experiment, and
theme assignments. The new-type lists are: problem,
project unit, contract, job-sheet, terra syllabus, guide
sheet, and the goal book.2"
The writer is not interested in classifying assign
ments but is interested in securing assignments with certain
characteristics.
largely the same.

The desirable characteristics should be
These have been set forth, it is hoped,

in the foregoing list and principles.
Once the aims and purposes are clear, a set of gen
eral principles are needed.

Burton has listed principles

basic to good questioning:
First, the general sequence of questions should be
organized around a thread or core. Second, the answers
to be expected are to be reasonably full, rounded re
plies. Third. accept any answer or part thereof which
can be used. Fourth. the questions should be within
the pupils experience and knowledge. Fifth. allow time

26Yoakum,

l^c. cit.
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to think of an answer and put it into words. The at
titude during questioning should he natural, friendly
and conversational.
Pupils should he encouraged to ask questions. De
velop an attitude of pupil responsibility for answer
ing questions from the class, as well as those from
the teacher. Do not hesitate to say "I don't know the
pupils' questions.
The following suggestions will aid in the actual
structure of questions, The objective of questions
should be clear and definite. Avoid such phrases as
"Discuss questions," "What about questions," "What can
you say about," and "Talk about" questions. Avoid
leading questions that give too much guidance, and
avoid "catch" questions.2?
Adequate study habits are important to learning, This
was discussed by several authors in several different subject
matter areas.

Burton says, "The work period of the modern

unit makes learning and study synomymous.

Many study diffi

culties with bright and dull students alike arise not because
the pupils are incapable nor because the material is too difpO
ficult, but because there is no desire to study,"
Switzer states:
The most important task a teacher has is to ready
young minds to be able to grasp and deal effectively
with the problems that confront mankind. There is no
substitute for the ability to think critically; the
fate of the earth's people may well depend upon the
ability of citizens to think in a clear rational man
ner. The ability to think in a clear logical and con
cise manner should be a prime goal of education at
every grade level,2^
27 r
W, Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities
(New York: D, Appleton-Century, Crofts, 19W), p. k6»
Ibid., p, h-9,
29

Wilbur J. Switzer, "The Areal Analysis: A Second
Step Toward Critical Thinking in High School Geography,"
Journal of Geography, LX (December, 1961), k20e
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How shall the child present evidence of study?
And how will mastery of subject matter be obtained? Burton
answers these questions by saying, "Children will use reci
tation and socialized procedures; drill or practice, or per
haps both."30
Literature on geographic education.

There is a

darth of material on skills and abilities to be learned in
geography.

Burton discusses the misconceptions of geography.

He siad that:
Elementary school geography has been taught for
generations not merely as facts divorced from reality,
but ironically from a reality which has nothing to do
with elementary education in the first place. For
most of us, geography was a matterX of
Ui oceans,
UOCJciXiwa « gulfs,
latitude and longitude,
This geography came into being toward the end of the
fifteenth era of Columbus, Magellan, Drake, and other discov
eries and navigators who found new worlds and circumnavigated
the globe.

The geography of places, prominent landmarks, lat

itude, distance of prime importance in navigating and making
landfalls, was organized by mature adults for use in the world.
It became the subject matter for little children—a game of
memorizing all sorts of isolated facts dealing with location,
direction, and distance.

The apotheosis of this type of geog

raphy was that ultimate absursity of all elementary education,

30Burton,

cit. p. 96,

^Ibid.. p. 98.
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"saying the capital of the states*" The passing of time
ameliorated this state of affiars, of course, and today ele
mentary geography is well established in modern schools as
something different.

Places and locations are learned func

tionally, that is, in meaningful situations; the emphasis is
on how man lives in his environment and the effect of envir
onment upon all habits, customs, philosophies, and religions,
as well as upon the elementary activities of securing food,
clothing, and shelter.
paragraph can indicate*

It involves more than this brief
Note, incidentally, the learning of

places and locations by the public of the United States since
the war started in the Pacific*

This is as different from

traditional "place" geography as day is from night.
Geography, despite its original Greek connotation, is
not purely descriptive, whether that word purely descriptive,
be understood verbally or cartographically.

It is not wholly

an exposition of areal differences from place to place, nor
is it solely a gazeteer of the spatial distribution of phe
nomena,

It Is not merely a locational distributional, or de

scriptive catalog.
Geography is selective; it is explanatory, it is rea
sonable, it is a discipline, it is a way of thinking.

It Is

not primarily an accumulation of facts nor are Its main ideas
to be found in an Atlas or in detailed maps.

Geography is a

sequence of ideas or concepts which add up to a coherent sub
ject or point of view, or a line of interest.
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It has a great deal to do with associative and re
lational thinking. It is an attempt to see the reiatedness
of physical facts and cultural facts over the earth for the
precise purpose of throwing intelligent light on the prob
lems of society. It is an attempt to see some sense or pat
tern or griding principle in the apparently haphazard dis
tribution of human life and activity over the globe.
It is analogous in its purpose, therefore is related
to economics, politieos, sociology, history, anthropology,
psychology, demography, but its mode of research, its way of
thinking, and its intellectual discipline are different from
these. Economics deals with the effects of efficiency and
saving on the problems of work and exchange which face human
beings; politicos v&th the effects of governmental decrees
and political control on human life; sociology with the ef
fects of social custom, tradition, religion and community in
stitutions on civilized settlement; history, with the effects
of events, ideas and human action in the past on present so
cial life, None of these intercultural relationships deal
with the truly geographical angle which is the interacting
influence of places and people here and how.
There are three major types pf relationship studies
with which people deal. They ares
1. Those which study the influence of one type of
physical phenomenon on another. This includes most
branches of natural science and is exemplified in such
studies as plant ecology.
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2* Those -which study the influence of one type
of social phenomenon on another. This includes all
types of social science except geography,
3, Those which study the relationship between
physical phenomena and social phenomena; this is geog
raphy, 32
This may seem a narrow interpretation of geography,
but it maintains the subject as a discipline and prevents it
from encroaching on preserves of geology, physics, chemistry,
history, and zoology; and should keep it from becoming psuedo,
sociology or economics, or history,
Lehardon saidi
Many scholars from other disciplines and geographers
- themselves have frequently indicated a desire for an ex
plicit, professional statement regarding the purpose of
geographic study—a statement summarizing the philosophy
and methodology underlying geographic research and its
place in the realm of human knowledge, or science. Al
though numerous and excellent treatments of the subject
have teen presented by geographers, their students too
often are coached in vague terms, such as areal differ
entiation or space relations which seem to defy precise
meaning. Most geographic studies have consistently
stressed some aspects of "place on earth,"33
In classical times, geography was primarily concerned
with the description of places.

The Greek,Roman and Arab

geographers observed,measured and recorded facts about dis
tant lands,

Notes on the way of life of a community, views

on its economic and social conditions, descriptions of the
environment—the entire range of observable phenomena and a
32
Neville V. Scarfs, "What Is Geography" Journal of
Geography, LXI (February, 1962) ,
33Roland E, Lehardon, "Geography, A Working Defini
tion?" Journal of Geography. LXI (February, 1962), 67,
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few non-observable items as well* "were reported*

From this

record of facts came the notion that geography is the mother
of success. The close association of geography with astron
omy was also recognized.
Lehardon further states!
As a result of scientific thought and measurement
in the nineteenth century, geography was dismembered by
various branches of learning. First the physical or socalled "exact" sciences, then the social sciences formu
lated. definitions more or less successfully on the ba
sis of content. Anthropology defined it as the study of
man; physical geography as the study of the natural en
vironment in and for itself; human geography as the study
of man-nature relationship; the study of regimes or land
oceupance. The development; of this view was accompanied
by another divergence of opinions between so-called sys
tematic, or topical and regional geography—a difference
existing at the present time. Philosophically, there is
no difference whatsoever between them. Both are con
cerned with trying to explain why something is where it
is. Both constitute valid geographic problems—why are
things where they are?31*
It is generally thought that a textbook, for all its
usefulness, and the need we have for it, tends to devitalize
its subject because of its necessary emphasis on generaliza
tions. Every step taken toward simplicity of expression in
describing complex things tends by so much to imperil accu
racy unless the author is first a scholar. That is why so
much elementary education is a mere noise in the throat. In
stead of a sense of reality vje have neat strings of words. To
some degree, average and generalizations are necessary even
in the elementary teaching, if we are to get breadth of view.
We do want to know what the world is like beyond the rim of
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our own horizon, but we should avoid flattening out the
globe•

We cannot travel everywhere and see everything. We

must use broader and broader terms if we expect to encom
pass the earth*

It is a nice question how to carry the

broadening process} for the tendency clearly is to get at
last an earth such as never was since darkness ceased to
brood on the face of the deep*

That is why textbook writing

and educational methods need always to be freshened by the
springs and streams of research that flow out of realities
or of attempts to get newer realities*
Once a teacher who as a young nan said that he use
to teach the trade winds from the snail generalise maps to
which he had access, and he thought he knew where they blew?
and why} and how*

Tears later, he went down the West Coast

of Peru and was so disturbed by their absence that he spoke
to the captain of the vessel about them*

Where are the trade

winds? They never blew along this coast young fellow. My
geography said they did.

At least three geography tests pub

lished in the United States still say they doI

A fourth

states that the Peruvian current brings cold air with it from
the Antarctic I

He wished that the authors could stand in one

of the coastal valleys of Peru and feel the eleven o'clock
breeze that blows violently from the sea toward the mountains5
or that they could experience the calm of sunset along the childon coast following the afternoon gales from the sea. The
realities of desert and cold coastal current and. blockading
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Andes are so much more complicated and interesting than the
simple features of the baneful texts that teach a system out
of which every drop of reality has been wrung.
The scope and sequence of geographic education was
discussed by Whitmore^ and Casper,3^

Whitmore, discusses

the new age, mass media, changes and chal3.engesf with some
emphasis on possible grade placement*

Casper discusses geo

graphic skills, regional and systematic geography*
The sequential development of difficult concepts is
discussed by

*37

Sarfe

A tentative Curriculum Guide for Geographic Education
from kindergarten through grade twelve was set up by Hill*38
Geography has a vital role in education from kinder
garten through college*

In fact, it is being suggested by

Meyer39 that geography should become a major*
Kathryn G* Scott experimented with integrating geog
raphy with history to become social studies*

She says:

J%atheryne

T. Whitmore, "A Program of Geographic Ed
ucation for Grades h through 6*" Journal of Geosraohv. LIX
5
(December, i960), b?_3~b28*
3 Bernice M« Casper, "Scope and Sequence of Geographic
Education Grades b- through 12," Journal of Geogranhv. LX
(February, 1961), 53-5b*
"5
ar£e5 "Sequential Development of Increasinglv
p..?
GIi1
? ?
Concepts Through the High Schools," LV (November, '7
19&1), 35-37.

O JA S

. . 38v/ilhemenia Hill* " Tentative Working Outline of Geo
graphic Sequences for Kindergarten Through High School," The
Journal of Geography, LX (January, 1962).
39
» m^lf?ed H\Me^er> "Stature of Geography: Stake and
Status, The Journal of Geography, LX (October, 1961),
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Because history and geography have an -undeniable
relationship 5 there is undoubtedly a maximum use of
that relationship when both are taught by one teacher.
Handled by a single person, geography can be used to
explain history, and history used to provide the cul
tural heritage, which is one part of man's environ
ment* This value, however, can be as effectively rea
lised without any organic combination of the two sub
jects, In fact, unless the two are maintained as sep
arated entities, there is decided danger that one will
over-shadow the other* It is the unusual teacher that
has equal interest in and preparation for both subjects
thus sincere effort in one subject will be emphasised
to the detriment of the other
literature on the nature of learners and the learuing -process*
dren,

Marentz

x

discussed two major types of chil

Witty^ discusses the gifted child as the "nations

greatest resources."

Hollingsworth and others^ suggest en

richment activities for gifted children,

Margaret Hill^

presents an ideal plan for working with the gifted*
Equal education should be provided for all children*
Thus, the writer collected data on the gifted

the mentally

^°Kathryn G, Scott, "Experiences With Integration in
the Junior High School," The Journal of Geography. LVI (April,
1957), I8l-l8k.
^Isabella Marents, "Understanding Unusual Children,"
Guidance in Elementarv Grades (Connecticut: Educational
Publishing Company, 1958) , p* *f23,
l!'2Paul

D. Witty, The Gifted Child
Heath and Company, 1956), p, 59*

(Boston:

D, C,

eta S, Hollingsworth and others. Working With the
(Hew York: The MacMillan Company, iw7), p."IFF*
kU*,
Margaret Hill, "The Teacher, The Parent, and The
Gifted Child," Guidance in Elementary Grade s« LYI (May, 1956),
96.
kgIbid *, p* 99*

Gifted

2Uretarded**-6 and slow-learning children.

7

Literature on learning consisted of the organismic
concept, the S. R, Bond Theory of Thorndike, and the Gestalt
Version of Field Theory Psychology. Information on the or
ganismic concept was provided by Burton^ and Childs.^
Burton^ also provided information on the S. R. Bond theo
ries and the field theory psychology.
In each of these proposed theories of learning it
should be noted that certain factors are present. These ares

(1) motivation or a stimulus to learn. (2) reward or satis
faction when one has learned something, and (3) the neurones
which bear impulses to and from the brain and central system
in order to produce action. These are common factors of
learning.
Thorndike,s theory of the satisfaction of the indi
vidual with something that he has learned, or pleasure or
reward from mastery of it, seems to fit materially into the
learning process.
It seems safe for the curriculum worker to conclude
that every child is a biological organism existing in its own
environment or culture.
Joseph Resnick, "The Mentally Retarded," Guidance
in Elementary Grades. LVII (January, 1953), 58,
kn
'Helen Hagerman, "The Slow Learner," Guidance in
Elementary Grades. LV (March, 1959)? 3J+5,
M3
Burton, ££. £it., pp. 11+2-1U-3.
^C. M. Child, The Origin and Development of the Hervous System (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1921).
^Burton, jqp. cit., p. 1^9.
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Literature on methods* materials and devices.

Lit

erature in this area was almost limitless hut highly repet
itive e

The unit method^ was constantly used. Field Trips^

war© important to providing meaning#

Special field trips^3

and devices offering stimulation were the questions boardf?*
games j ^ crossword puzzles,^ and a georama# ^
Literature on measurement® evaluation and diagnosis.
Burtondefined measurement as precise instruments to secure
data on pupil achievement and evaluation is the process of re
ferring to records of various kinds to see what values were
gained.

He says5 "It is not enough to tell a pupil he has

failed.

Attempts should be made to find reasons for poor

achievement and ways and means to help the pupil achieve up to

^W. Burton. "A Geography Classroom in the Sky," The
Journal of Geography. LVTII (October, 1959)? 69®
51
•"Alfred E. Teske, "Geography Field Trips Via of
Colored Slides," The Journal of Geography. LV (May, 195*0 > 9.
^Catherine Cook and Edward M. Vodicka, "Question and
Answer Board Promotes Effective Geographic Concept-Building,"
The Journal of Geography, (December, 1958) , h-68.
55J® D® McAulay, "Game Maps for the Social Studies in
the Elementary School®" The Journal of Geography. LVII (Ma v.
1959), 3^9®
_
tu,
xs
56
Arthur A. Delony, "The Geographic Crossword Puzzle,"
IM. Journal of. Geography® LX (January, 1961) , 2h®
57
Daniel Jacobson, "The Georama—An Aid in Geographi
cal Motivation," The Journal of Geography. L¥II (April, 1958),
159»
^Burton, op* c i t . . p ® 7 0 ®
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his capacity.
Brueckner and Bond^ outline the procedures for di
agnosis.
Christophel
skills,

gives help with checking map reading

James0^ presented ideas for evaluating materials

for exhibits.

^Ibid^B^?ekne?' and Bond, The Diagnosis and Treatment of
^l^fipnltie^ (Bex* Yorks Apple ton-Century-Crofts 9
* 6l
__
Edna Chris tophel? "Checking Map-Beading Skills in
1961)^285-287 School,M
Ismmal
Geography,, LX (May,
62
„
oi*?1®/8* James? "Bow to Prepare and Evaluate Mate(May^ 19 59) ^251-2tS '" ~ -°-VL?nn^
Goography, LVIII

CHAPTER III
GUIDANCE
PHILOSOPHY OF GUIDANCE
The philosophy of guidance in the elementary schools
might be: Every teacher has the privilege of helping the chil
dren become happy, useful citizens in their community by pro
viding them with an environment in which they can develop so
cially desirable personalities as well as technical efficiency.
All children who need help to reach their level of expectancy
should be regarded as a remedial problem.

Achievement in

school should be evaluated in terms of desires and abilities.
Guidance should revolve around the classroom teachers#
The materials in a unit of study should be adjusted to the
ability and needs of the groups.

A range of activities are

planned by teachers and pupils; some are for the classroom,
others for the playground, others for the community and many
of them are for the home.

These activities may be answering

questions, accepting and offering suggestions, going on ex
cursions, seeing a motion picture, listening to the radio, or
giving oral and written reports.
of guidance.

Most guidance is developmental

rather than adjustive in character.

Its purpose is to help
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boys and girls grow "up normally and understand the world in
which they are living and to develop in harmony with social
and physical forces.

Guidance is an integral part of educa

tion not a separate service.

It is important that teachers

have a guidance concept of education and see their job as
that of guiding children into worthwhile learning experiences
and to possess the necessary broad background of experience
for effective counseling.
Guidance in the elementary school is an integral part
of the teaching and learning process.
A successful guidance program requires close coopera
tion with community agencies.

Some communities have organized

planning groups to aid in the utilisation of the resources of
the whole community for the purpose of education
Guidance provides an environment in which each child
can grow into a socially desirable happy and wholesome per
sonality.

In such an environment, we avoid telling the child

what to do and how to do it; rather we should encourage the
child to develop traits of self-direction, self-control and
self-appraisal.

He should he placed in an environment that

permits a maximum of shared responsibilities and privileges—
in short, where he can make an adequate adjustment to the
society in which he lives.

As an individual and as a member

of a group, he will have the opportunity to help plan, exe
cute and evaluate all of his experiences.
Guidance concentrates on the development of pupils
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as persons, leaving acquisition of subject-matter to a surbordinate place,

The integration of concepts, desires, ways

of thinking and acting is best guaranteed through happy so
cial living *
Guidance in the elementary school requires a consid
eration of the "whole child" where anyone phase of growth be
comes an integral part of the organisms development*

With

such a concept, guidance is concerned with physical, mental,
emotional and educational needs*

All effort is directed to

ward the promotion- of optimal growth and adjustment to life as
a whole®
Elementary school children are still relatively im
mature in their personality growth, they are impressionable and
flexible in their responses to experience*

In the elementary

school there is vital freedom from the pressures of making a
living and vocational training! thus the school can concentrate
on the development of a desirable personality*

Thus the focus

of attention is on the behavior of children, rather than sub
ject matter*

Such behavior is determined by the interrelation

ship of physical, mental, social and emotional growth,
SM individual point of view*

Guidance depends upon

careful systematic and continuous study of each child.

This

requirement can be met only after data are carefully recofded
and interpreted to show the status of the pupil at any given
time, and his growth oyer a period of years*

Because tech

niques of measurement and recording of observation are the
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basis of an applied science of guidance, all personnel re
sponsible for guidance duties should have special training
in this field.
"An elementary teacher is also a counselor," says
Yates.*1' "As such, her position is threefold: (1) Individ
ual guidance and study, (2) testing, and (3) recording."
All desirable classroom work develops from a con
sideration of the individual's organic and social needs
which provide the essential motivation of behavior. Proper
guidance assures that activities are in harmony not only
with basic needs of the individual, but also with the im
portant needs of society.

Activities related to pupil's

needs will assure optimal cooperation and effort.
The classroom teacher, as the basic force in the
guidance program, can judge the merits of an activity as it
relates to the child's needs and abilities, and to the needs
of society. With proper consideration of present interests
and desires the teacher can guide the specific actives to
further growth and more advanced experiences*

Most elemen

tary school children are too immature to evaluate the desir
ability of achieving a goal, therefore a more experienced
person should be charged with the direction of the evalua
tion.

1

Zella Grace Yates. "Guidance in the Elementary Schools,"
Guidance in Elementary Grades. LXV (January, 1958), *f5-^9.
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Effective guidance.

Effective guidance requires

close parent-teacher cooperation*
ences serve real purposes.

Parent-teacher confer

The conference should he a tine

for a personal report of the child and it should he planned
for hy the teacher.

The teacher must realize that parents

differ as greatly as the children do and she must plan ac
cordingly,

Some parents understand children and the growth

process, others do not.

One of the chief values of the in

terview is that in getting to know the parents better the
teacher will gain a "tetter understanding of the child.
Effective guidance requires the maintenance and util
ization of cumulative records.

Intelligent and effective

counseling is possible only as there is friendly and frank
relationship between, the teacher and child.

Good records are

necessary and cumulative in nature.
Effective guidance requires closer cooperation of
elementary and secondary schools,

Mo longer should comple

tion of the elementary school be considered the end of one
phase of education and the beginning of another.

It should

mean merely a change of schools and of teachers with a con
tinuation of an educational process modified to meet the
needs of older children.

Teachers in elementary schools need

to work more closely with secondary teachers to understand
one anothers work and problems, if they are to act in giving
intelligent guidance of the children before leaving the ele
mentary school and after entering the secondary school,
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Guidance at both levels requires team-teaching* All
teachers coming in contact with the same children should work
and plan together for these children., Common bodies of sub
ject matter and basic understandings are necessary to avoid
conflict in learningsancl frustrations in personality develop
ment„
Guidance in the elementary school has become a very
important factor* The teacher must be made to realise that
good teaching is guidance of the pupils*
ISSUES IN GUIDANCE
Most issues in guidance at the elementary school level
are obviated when we assume that guidance is Just good teach
ing*

Even if we accept guidance as a new approach to teaching9

several issues immediately evolve* First9 should guidance be
only for the problem child? Secondly} where does vocational
guidance belong? Thirdly, is guidance accomplished more effi
ciently through individual treatment or with a group? Fourth5
should the teacher be required to have special training in
guidance?
Guidance should be for all children and not for the
problem child only. Vocational guidance has a definite place
to the extent that special abilities and interests be recog
nized and given a chance for expression*
There is no best way in which guidance is accomplished.
Techniques are appropriate to both procedures. Teachers must
know that guidance envoi ves good teachership rather than the
technical training required of experts.
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The heart of the guidance program in the elementary
school is the teacher.

She should not entertain the fallacy

that guidance consists primarily of solving problems of ser
ious maladjustment,

A good point to remember is that very

feu children are serious problem cases but all children may
have serious problems. Children need to -work out their prob
lems themselves and often they need protection from the overly
anxious parent.
It is equally true that many of the problems of chil
dren are beyond their level of insight and are of such nature
that boys and girls are helpless to do anything about them
without help,
Cruderstanding and practice of guidance bv the teacher.
Teachers who assume their role of guiding the growth and de
velopment of children must have a guidance point of view.
The guidance point of view is first of all, a philos
ophy, a set of human values, a faith in one's daily life rel
ative to oneself, one's work and to one's people with whom
one comes in contact.
It is a human sensitivity t^hich respects the welfare
of the individual, leads to constructive exploration of the
actions of people and helps them to see their role and grow
in vision, knowledge, and skill.

It is a social sensitivity

which perceives people in all their interpersonal relations
and gives insight into how relationships can be improvedj what
separates people in human relations, and above all, what
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brings people together harmoniously.

It includes a sensi

tivity to the feelings of people and ability to perceive a
person's problems as he himself perceives them to -under
stand one's o-wn relation to the values of others.
The guidance point of view operates inherently on
the concept that we grow in helping others to grow, that
growth is affected far more by what we do than by what is
done to us, that total growth, development, and adjustment
of each individual is of prime importance.
three basic principles of growths

It recognizes

(1) A respect and accept

ance of the individual as he is, his innate capacities, in
terests, abilities, and faults; (2) a focus directed toward
what the individual may become; and (3) a belief that the in
dividual has resources within himself so that he can achieve
self-direction in his life.
The guidance point of view believes in the creative
energy of each person, and that the effectiveness of guidance
leadership and expertness depends largely upon the recogni
tion of expertness in others and in the ability to use that
expertness.

It helps individuals day by day to find better

ways of meeting situations; it realized that the assignment
of responsible tasks in which they are interested and capable
will build growth and maturity.
The guidance point of view emphasizes the positive,
developmental, preventive, and therapeutic approaches for re
leasing the best energies of people,

It exists in a teacher
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-when she can see her task as something that gives sest and
inspiration to her life, when she can see that a kindly,
deep interest in people inspires confidence in herself and
in others with whom she may come in contact#
A teacher who has a guidance point of view will see
the pupils first—their aims, goals, ambitions, and needs#
Such a point of view will permeate her teaching only as she
develops learning experiences in terms which vrf.ll he under
stood, appreciated and will have meaning for the pupil#

It

will be present when the teacher considers of greatest im
portance not the number of pupils enrolled in her classes,
but what they vrf.ll do with their lives after school; whether
their quality of citizenship and democratic living is being
improved#

Guidance, while teaching, is the foundation of

the developmental personnel program in the teacher* s work.
Finally, the guidance point of view is basic in all efforts
to educate, and should permeate every phase of school activ
ity and educational endeavor#
Guidance—a function of the teacher#

As already

stated, guidance should he mainly the responsibility of teach
ers because it is they v?ho have the closest, the most frequent,
and the most extended contacts with the pupils in a natural
situation.

It is the main responsibility of guidance staff

members to work cooperatively with teachers and to give them
help as needed#
Guidance is eventually successful to the degree that
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it has facilitated the learning of each pupil.

One role

of guidance may well he that of freeing the pupil to learn.
The child as a whole must be more adequately seen, not only
the physicalj emotional, mental and social "whole" develop
ment aspect, but also the child as an adolescent, a learner,
a home member and a citizen.
Guidance—a program of instruction.

Laura Zirbes

says, "In relation to the broad general scope and emphasis
of education today, guidance becomes not only a kind of serv
ice, but a program of instruction. 1,2

Teaching has been

pointed out as developmental guidance $ it is also a program
of instruction.
SCHOOL-IIOME COOPERATION

Parent-teacher conferences.

As teachers, we should

let parents know what goes on during the time the child is
in school.

In this way, we can share their life and help

them.
These conferences are an integral part of the school
program.

They help to enlighten the child on the job the

school is attempting to do and at the same time, help the
parents understand just what they can do to aid the school
in accomplishing its goal in regard to his child.

P

Laura
ciation for Su^..
Education Association, 1959.
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The teacher Is the pivotal person in these confer
ences with parents and with the teacher rests the responsi
bility for its success or failure* Therefore, she should
have several tilings in mind as she prepares to meet the par
ent.
Principles,

The following principles for parent-

teacher conferences should prove helpful:
1, The conference should be scheduled for a time when
the teacher can be free from interruptions*

It should be

held in comfortable surroundings where the conferees will
feel relaxed.

Parents and teachers should be seated on the

same level, preferably away from the teacher*s desk,
2, The teacher should understand her own strong and
weak points.

She should bring to the conference a thorough

knowledge of the child's physical, mental, social and emo
tional development,
3, It should be remembered that the parent brings his
or her own unique experiences to the conference*

These must

be recognised and considered in an understanding manner,
b. The teacher should listen intently to what the
parent has to say.

Anything the parent says should be ac

cepted without surprise or disapproval.

All matters discussed

should be regarded as confidential,
5, An attempt should be made by the teacher to learn
the parents' attitude and feelings about the child.
6, Most parents cannot be objective about their on
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children.

So long as parents psychologically project them

selves on their children, the evaluation of a child is in
a real sense an appraisal of the parent.

Teachers should

remember this point and never criticize or give advice di
rectly.
7« Avoid giving advice5 substitute instead, on anal
ysis of the situation.

Avoid, embarrassing situations. Watch

parents 1 reactions or frustration.
8. Plans which are to be followed should be worked
out together.
action.

If at all possible, use the parents 5 plan of

Never argue or be dictatorial#

Keep at parents

level in. the discussion and avoid using technical educational
terras,
9, The conference should be closed on a pleasant and
forward-going note, such as a statement of encouragement or
a suggestion of another conference.
Discussing problems with parents.
should be set for the conference.

The time and place

In order to eliminate

fears of the teacher and parent, and to develop a more mean
ingful relationship between home and school, Boeder^ has sug
gested the following six points:
1, Know the child*s background. Review all the
known facts from cumulative records and report cards.
These provide necessary information and saves time.

^Ward G. Reeder, "Home-School Relationships," Guid
ance in the Elementary School. LXV (January, 1958) , V7.
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2. Show appreciation. Start with a compliment—
a sincere truthful statement about the child. A
teacher respects the individuality of each child and
has no trouble finding something good about each one.
3, Establish joint responsibility. Educating the
child is not the responsibility of the teacher nor the
parent, but is the joint responsibility of both.
Teachers and parents must share in the task of helping
a child to achieve his highest potential. It is a to
getherness that will bring results.
*+. Avoid educational "double talk." Unless you are
dealing with a parent who is specifically trained, do
not use such terms as, "unadjusted," "mature," "imma
turity," "play therapy," "v&thdrawal tendencies," and
"frustrations." Instead, use plain everyday language.
5. Encourage exploration of the problem* The
teacher should withhold her suggestions until the par
ent has had an opportunity to explore and think through
the situation completely.
Helping the parent to help his child.
to help but often they do not know how.

Parents want

In general, author

ities feel that grade school children should not habitually
be subjected to school work outside of school hours.

Time

is needed for recreation, rest, outdoor exercise, extra curricular activities and duties within the home.
Some tines, though, unusual circumstances make it
necessary for the parent to help a child with his school x^ork.
In such cases, parents and teachers should talk together so
that parents will not be employing methods which will confuse
the child.
The parents can help with study skills.

They can

help their child to concentrate by seeing that study is not
combined with day-dreaming, Television, or long or frequent

Ho
telephone conversations*
The teacher can help the parent to realize

that

school failure is often attributable to poor work habits,
rather than to lack of ability*

The parent can give the

most lasting help by concentrating on how the child stud
ies, not what he studies.
It is a wise parent who has concentrated on helping
the child to grow up emotionally, rather than to master aca
demic skills.

It is important for youngsters to outgrow

their tendencies to temper tantrums before they enter school;
to understand and overcome some of their fears; to supplant
their hates and jealousies with love and understanding.
Finally, parents can help children with attitudes
toward school.

Constructive criticism can develop better

parents and teachers when it is based on understanding, coop
eration and a willingness to compromise both in the home and
at school.
Parents should help children to recognize the fine
ness of the job the school is doing.

There may be room for

improvement, but the parents and the pupils have a responsi
bility in bringing about that improvement.
Home visits.

A real knowledge of the child,s back

ground and home conditions is needed to give help to children
who need it.

Most parents are eager to have their children

make good in school.

Their children are all important to

them and their success or a lack of it is considered to be a
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reflection on the parents.

Parents should be approached

with the purpose of building a common interest in the wel
fare and development of the child.
is a problem to straighten out.

Don't wait until there

The parents are apt to be

come defensives and may remain so.

Children frequently

adopt this attitude.
The authors

of Helping Teachers Understand Children

quote Dr, James Plant as saying, "Children are not born anew on the doorstep of the school every morning.

Each child

has his unique combination of experiences and each has worked
out his techniques for meeting and dealing with them," Fam
ilies have shaped these unique personalities.

Furthermore,

home forces will continue to operate and express themselves
in the child's behavior in the classroom.

To understand why

each child thinks, feels and acts as he does we must know
something about the family.
Keeping records.

Our school psychologists perform

magic 5ust by looking at a pupil's record card.

Looking over

the record cards, whether it is a report card, a behavioral
joiirnal or an accumulative folder, he can furnish the teacher
with a clue as to the child's difficulties and suggest effec
tive remedial measures.
The records are more than tiresome clerical work. It
is often a source of valuable information and a means of help
ing the child and the class.

CHAPTER IV
THE NATURE OP THE LEARNER AND LEARNING
In order that each pupil may be placed in a learning
situation where he can best achieve his maximum development,
all the background data that are known or recorded about a
pupil—all the facts concerning his physical, emotional growth,
social growth, his family background, cultural attitudes, socio
economic status and the motivation and aspirations of his fam
ily. His needs, interests, motivations, desires, hobbies,
wishes, and spare-time work should all be familiar to the
teacher.
In addition to this knowledge, teachers must know how
pupils differ in their role in a group, in their cultural val
ues, in the way they respond to classroom situations and cur
riculum experiences. They must know how pupils react as a re
sult of the patterns of living in the home and in their re
gional environments, the kind of leaders they respond to, the
way they differ in their concept of self and in their concepts
due to church and family beliefs.
Each new group presents a challenge to the teacher..
She is not merely looking at thirty pupils but at thirty sets
of patterns, at thirty products of the culture that has sur
rounded and moulded them. They are not thirty pupils, but
thirty unique individuals possessing likenesses and differences.

They are thirty small subcultures, for each ones family is a
subculture in that it has patterns of living and a range of
experiences that are different from those of every other
family.
Often our curriculum and our methods seem to be di
rected toward the masses of children, whom we call average.
However, we must not overlook the fact that average is a com
posite picture of the extremes.

This study concerns itself

at this point with the children in a regular classroom. Some
are sometimes classified as unusual because they tend to be
different in some way from those considered as average or
normal,
Types of children,

Karentz^- discusses two major

types—the gifted and the retarded.

However, other authors

have discussed the slow learner, the mentally retarded, the
overprotected child, the difficult and inadequate child.
Other claims are that intelligence is adaptability
to life situations, not only in school learning but also in
practical adjustments to neighborhood and social customs,
Thorndike claims that the field of practical application has
three areas of intelligence: (1) Abstract intelligence, abil
ity to understand and manage ideas and symbols, such as
words, numbers, scientific principles; (2) mechanical intel
ligence, the ability to learn, understand, and manage things

^Isabelle Marentz, "Understanding Unusual Children,"
£22i£snce in J&e Elementary Grades, LX (May, 1958) , 89-90,
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ancl mechanisms| and (3) social intelligence, or the ability
to deal with people and to act wisely in human relations.
Because of these variations in intelligence we must
avoid the fallacy of believing that all mental processes can
be summarised into an I.Q,
The average child.

In order to understand the un

usual children we mu3t first consider the so-called average
child.

Whereas we recognize uniqueness of individuals, this

study remembers likeness also.

All children regardless of

I.Q., crave recognition, praise and security.
Pupils in this group comprise 50 percent to 60 per
cent of all the pupils.

Included in this group are those

whose I.Q. range from 90 to 110, with the majority having an
I.Q. of a 100.
Since a large majority of children fall in this group,
education has a definite responsibility toward them.

Some

will go beyond high school, and for others high school will
be the top level,
?he slow-learning child.

Ordinarily, between 20 and

25 percent of the school population falls into this group.
This does not include the small percentage *#10 are mental
problems and should be enrolled in special classes.
Slow-learning pupils usually have an I.Q. of 70 to
90.

These figures are elastic.

Some pupils whose I.Q. in

dicate that they belong to this group are considered average
because of good habits and diligent application to work. The
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median I.Q. for this group is approximately 83.

A slow-

learner will have a 6.5 mental age when he is 9 years old.
In order that slow-learning pupils may achieve the
maximum learning, drill and repetition are necessary. This
group learns through simple mental processes.

Each step

should he clearly explained, understood, and mastered before
proceeding to the next stage.

Their interest and attention

spans are short, so the work should be varied and interest
ing.

They learn from the concrete.

They do not grasp the

abstract.
THE GIFTED CHILD
In order to help the highly intelligent child we need
to know what sort of person we are dealing with.

Who is this

"gifted" child we hear about?
He is that highly intelligent youngster who is capa
ble of doing superior work in a fraction of the time his class
mates require for doing the same work in an average fashion.
In general, he Is alert, curious, and interested.
likely to have an incredible memory.
and swifty.

He is

He probably reads avidly

He has a wide general knowledge.

He may have

hobbies and make collections especially if given a bit of en
couragement.

He will probably have a finer appreciation of

art, music and literature than do average youngsters.

He

thinks abstractly; Is good at problem solving, puzzle tests,
thinking games and reasoning.

He is inventive and possesses
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imagination and initiative.

He has an outstanding vocabu

lary for his age level in most cases.

Contrary to popular

notion* he isnft a sissy studious type; he isn't physically
frail? antisocial, poetic, queer or neurotic.

Actually, he

tends to be larger and healthier than classmates of his own
age.

He envoys games and athletics, has a sense of humor

and adjusts well socially.

In fact, he is so normal, Hill

p

says, he escapes notice.
But in spite of his superiority and his maturity,
the gifted youngster is not a small adult.

Ho is a child

with the interests and emotions and frustrations of child
hood.

Hill further states:

It isn't so much that we teach them that is impor
tant. They learn in spite of us* Our significant job
is directions showing them how to study, helping them
to know where and how to locate the information their
agile minds seek and store away, pointing out their so
cial and community responsibilities, helping them out
of their smugness by providing continued challenges to
their superior ability*3
2Z£§JL

gifted.

These children are often referred

to as the precocious child, the very superior child, the
brilliant child, the child with special talent or aptitude.
In general, there are three distinct groups of gifted chil
dren.

First, there are those whom everyone recognizes as

gifted-happy alert youngsters who enjoy school in all its
^ ^argaret Hill, "The Teacher, The Parent and the
Gifted," (Connecticut: The Educational Publishing Company,
1957), p.
%bid. , p. h-2.
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phases and who are liked and accepted by their classmates*
Second, there are those who are obviously gifted, but mal
adjusted,

They are bored with work of insufficient chal

lenge, openly scornful of less gifted associates, and ex
hibit aggressive and disruptive behavior problems.

Third,

there are those who score high on group intelligence tests,
and often even higher on individual tests, but who give
little indication of their ability in performance.

They may

even have been classified as retarded readers or as mentally
k
slow. Their difficulty is usually emotional,
Basic principles.

A well-balanced program for the

gifted child should be based on the following principless
(1) The work should ha related to that for the class as a
whole, but should include some activities on a more advanced
level; (2) adequate opportunities should be afforded to the
gifted children for realising the value of their o\m contri
butions and for recognition by others; (3) most of the work
should be planned in groups so that gifted children are
helped to develop leadership and the ability to work with
others; (**) it should be remembered that gifted children often
have weaknesses as well as strengths.

Special help should be

given when there is evidence of subject disabilities, lack
of needed skills, physical awkx^ardness, or personality prob
lems.^
**Ruth A. Korey, The Gifted Child (Connecticut!
cational Publishing Company, 1957), pt 3^.
^Ibld , a p, 3*4-39,

Edu
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Specific suggestions.

There are countless activi

ties which can he used to give needed opportunities for de
velopment of the gifted child *

In connection with the reg

ular vJOTk of the class, gifted students may he asked to read
related material in newspapers, magazines and library hooks.
They may do research through interviews, surveys and experi
mentation,

They may present science demonstrations, prepare

dramatisations or puppet shows, take charge of the class
serapbook or bulletin board and recite solo parts in choral
speaking.
They may take charge of the science corner or class
library, keep records for milk money and Bed Cross contribu
tions or serving as class officers or special monitors.
Group and committee work is especially important for
the gifted pupils,

Sometimes they should work on advanced

projects with children of equally high intelligence, serve
as leaders in heterogeneous groups or serve as ordinary mem
bers of such groups, learning to follow and cooperate as well
as lead.

Sometimes they should be assigned to committees of

children who are more proficient than they in special fields,
thus coming to appreciate that

all possess gifts in dif

ferent ways.
Plans should be made for social give and take on com
mittees, athletic teams, dramatic groups and at parties*
The entire field of non-academic activities should
be explored to encourage creative activity and to provide the
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Intellectually gifted child with a "balanced program. Where
special talents are discovered, they can be stimulated and
encouraged.

Where special weaknesses are found, tactful

help can be given.
Some gifted children who easily achieve marked suc
cess in certain areas are hesitant about attempting activi
ties in which their performance is only average or less.
They thus deprive themselves of many enjoyable and v/holesome
pursuits, often sacrificing hobbies, athletics or social life
to the desire for perfection.

A sympathetic teacher can some

times do great good by privately coaching a gifted but awkward
child in such simple things as skipping or throwing a ball,
which many less gifted children pick up without instruction.
Giving special thought to the gifted children in the
class takes but little of the teacher*s time and adds greatly
to the interest and life of the entire class.

In doing so,

the teacher also has the satisfaction of knowing that she is
helping to develop and conserve what one writer, Paul Witty,^
has described as "our nation*s greatest natural resources,"
The retarded child.

Every elementary school has

children more or less retarded sufficiently, says Delp,? to
need consideration by the teacher.

Even in systems with

^Paul Witty, The Gifted Child
and Company, 1953), p. 69,
7Harold

(Boston:

B.C. Heath

A, Delp "The Retarded Child," Guidance ifi
£232. Elementary Grades (Connecticut: Educational Publishing
Company, 1957).
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special

classes, some remain in the regular classrooms, The

teacher should know whether the child is retarded mentally
or is not working up to capacity.
child should he known.

The mental level of the

Although teachers can give fair es

timates of the mental level of most of their pupils and pa
per and pencil tests may he used* the results obtained can
not give a correct estimate of his mental level.

Tests of

intelligence or aptitude is the best answer for most cases.
In addition to tests, further study may be needed by a psy
chologist or other professional worker.
Pressey® has expressed the ability to solve problems
of every day life in terms of five factors:

First, informa

tion and skill helpful in dealing with the problems; second,
methods of work and attack which are effective; third, degree
of interference or facilitation from emotional conditions;
fourth, physique, physical vitality and physical handicaps;
and fifth, the most limited factor in most cases, the consti
tutional intellectual capacity.

Thus, while mental level puts

a limit or ceiling on the ability of the person to perform,
this is only cue of the five factors.
Many writers eontend that retarded children have all
the characteristics as average ans superior children.

Thus,

they say the main difference is in quantity, not kind. Learn
ing for these children is a matter of development and relation
.. ,
York:

_8Edv?ard Pressey, Teaching the Retarded Child.
The Dryden Press, 193*0 , p.

New
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to experiences.

This is especially true of the retarded

child whose experiences in many cases are limited or mis
construed.
The mentally retarded child.

This child is a con

siderable problem to the classroom teacher.

Although these

children are few in number, about 20 percent of the class
room enrollment, the difficulty caused by them frequently ex
ceeds their number.
For practical purposes children within the appropri
ate range of 5b to 85 I.Q. may be considered as mentally re
tarded and yet educable within limits.

They will be expected

to take their place in society and function as good citizens.
They may in later years be a voter.

His vote will be of

equal value to that of any other voter.
skilled or semi-skilled workers.

They will become un

They will not learn to read

above the third or fourth grade level.

They have the same

basic needs and interest of other children.
The mentally retarded child presents a challenge.
Resniek says, "The teacher's work rises above that of a rou
tine 3ob and becomes a seeking after materials and methods to
teach the pupil more effectively.It is only in such a
classroom that this child can obtain the maximum learning to
which he is entitled in our American democracy.

^Joseph Resniek, "The Mentally Retarded," Guidance
in the Elementary School, Educational Publishing Company,

19577"
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SPECIAL CHILDREN
Little demons.

This spirited aggressor may be found

in far too many classrooms exhausting the patience of the
teacher and disrupting the program of the school*

He intere

fers with materials and equipment and Interrupts games with
teasing body swipes#

His fists are always raised for battle*

His voice is the echo in the hall, the clamor of heavy feet
in the lunch room and the crash behind scattered books in the
library and sometimes clattered dishes in the lunch room, the
puncture behind a scream or sudden outcry*
to be heard not Just seen.

He is determined

If he responded to classroom dis

cussion it would be in one of two distinct ways, either by
pure innocence reflected in his vacant stare or, spontaneous
spurts of satire*

When the class talks of cars, boats and

trains the demon has two of each with his dad owning more than
the whole class,
enjoyed.

Reading and sharing times are never fully

He makes -this impossible by rattling marbles, mist-

ling papers, or rumbling throat noises*

He boasts of his suc

cess in trying to force himself on others, commanding their
attention and threatening their fun*

He doesn*t mean to be

annoying, he is just a champ of comedy on a new test flight*
Help him find his destination*
and seeks to destroy them#

He values what others have

Help him to find companionship,

to feel wanted, needed and important*

Under the teachers

guidance the class can satisfy these needs.

As they work with

them will east aside their resentment as they realize that he
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is not a problem but he has a problem and they can help.
The delinquent child.

The behavior acts of children

are formed in accordance with their needs.

A child who has

been neglected and rejected all his life in his home environ
ment and by society at large has to retaliate in some way
that is satisfying to him.
He may steal, run away, or he may be a trouble maker
in school.

However, his stealing or running away in some man

ner answers his problem at the moment,
A delinquent child, upon entering a classroom is anxi
ous,

He may not show his anxiety.

Covering it up may be a

veneer of superficial ease or even an assumption of superior
ity.

On the other hand they may express open hostility.
For whatever behavior there is expressed there is al

ways a motive, even though that motive may not be apparent to
the observer, or it may not be even a conscious one in the
mind of the delinquent pupil himself.
Their behavior controls have broken down.

They have

solidified themselves against society.
On an individual basis, the delinquent child must
meet and solve his own problems in a manner that is both in
dividually satisfying and also socially acceptable.

Leading

the child to self-fulfillment is part of the teacher*s job.
The teachers position in this problem is not easy.
It takes experience.
problem is necessary.

Real understanding of the child and his
The initial contact is important. The
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teacher must accept the child at face value and make him feel
that he is being accepted. She should not begin by question
ing the children about their difficulties. Children are
loath to talk to strangers.

Mien the right relationship has

been built the child will eventually be eager to talk about
himself and his difficulties.

When that stage is reached,

then true learning will follow.
The difficult child. In some cases this child is
classified as a retarded child, an unsocialized or anti-social
child; the aggressive, egotistical child or the superior type;
high strung and high tempered; the fearful child, the solitary
child; the physically handicapped child who must be protected
from the merciless frankness of other pupils, the child suf
fering from speech handicaps, who must be protected from the
limelight and from further emotional disturbances; the lefthanded child who should not be constantly reminded of his dif
ference.
In dealing with all pupils, McMillin says:
The teacher must constantly be on the look out (1)
to keep normal children mentally healthy by leaving them
alone as far as possible, both at home and in the class
room; (2) to let every child achieve some measure of im
portance; (3) to help every child find a friend; (k) to
help each child face reality and accept his or her limi
tations; and (5) to help each child develop an inner
sense of security,10
To accomplish these goals the teacher must have

Wilfred McMillin, "How to Meet Social Problems,"
Guidance in the Elementary Grades. Educational Publishing
Company, 1957T
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patience*
forts.

For a •while she may see little re suit of* her ef

Gradually she will notice little improvement until

at last she will be reasonably sure that she has set these
pupils, with problems on the road towards becoming well bal
anced, happy, and valuable contributing members of the com
munity in which they will spend their adult life*
THE REFRACTORY CHILDREN
The oldest child.

This child exists in many forms.

If the child is dominant, self assertive, thinks he knows all
the answers and is resentful of criticisms, perhaps he is the
oldest child in his family.

Because of this he is allowed to

dominate his younger brothers and sisters.

There may have

been other contributing factors.
The teacher should seek the aid of parents and help
this child take pride in the achievement of his brothers and
sisters and instill in him a feeling of helpfulness towards
the others*

She should do all she can to turn the dominating

child's aggressiveness into constructive channels.
The mid die child.

Another type of refractory child

is the pupil who seems stubbornly unresponsive and disinter
ested.

He may be the middle child.

At home he may be vir

tually stiffled and sand\\&ehed in between the older and the
younger children.
He feels defeated in his attempts to equal older
siblings.

Usually he doesn't try.

He takes the path of
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least resistance.

Even this doesn't prevent him from being

bullied by the others.

His inferiority feeling may have be

come so intense that he is afraid of expressing himself.
This fear he hides by an attitude of indifference and unre
sponsiveness,

If he is not helped in time by adults he may

be a negative personality all his life,
He too, must find a social outlet with parents in do
ing something creative and constructive.
The roundest child.

The "baby;r the spoiled darling

of the family, presents a problem in that he often carries
his petulance to school.
just due always.

He feels that having his way is his

This type child, when crossed by teachers,

threatens to tell his parents, who, he feels sure, will tell
the school committee who doubtless will inflict dire punish
ment upon the teacher if she does not stop "picking on him."
The wise teacher will spot the petalent child at once.
Meet with the parents and tactfully try to make parents rea
lize that their babying of the child must stop.

He should be

given tasks commensurate with his age and ability.

He should

be treated kindly, but firmly,
At school, the teacher should seem to be very busy
with pupils of a more pliant disposition.

She will include

the somewhat slighted jewel onlj?- when he has learned to ex
pand not only towards the teacher, but towards the other chil
dren.

The parents must be led to give little heed to his com

plaints about it at home.
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The nnlv child*
with the only child.

As with the favored darling, so

He, too, must learn to adjust himself

in the hard way tox^ards the society.

His toys, absorbing

interests and hobbies are good, but they cannot take the
place of the challenge of associating with other children—
a challenge so necessary for his normal growth and develop
ment,

Try to impress upon his parents that it is most im

portant for him to associate with other children.
To sum it all up, the oldest, the middle, the young
est, and the only child are all God*s children entrusted to
the care of their parents and to their teachers.

Good and

bad, they are human, just as parents and teachers are human.
Being young, the children can be gradually molded into a
family unit and into the social group.

The foundation of

social consciousness is built on loving, understanding and
kindness.

Parents and teachers must show the way.

If parents cannot be induced to cooperate in the ways
indicated, then the teacher must help such pupils even more.
Nature of learning.

The organismic concept is that

the child comes to school bringing his body and his emotions
xd.th him.

The whole child comes to school*

says Burton, "he learns all over.
and not in sections,"^

11

"More than that,"

He learns as a whole child

It is quite impossible to change

William H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning ActiviJuag, (New York; D. Apple ton-Century-Crofts Company, 194-®+, '
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body or emotions without effecting each other and the in
tellect as -well*

She terms intellect or mind, and body emo

tions are arbitrary designations.

As named, they are not

separable entities. Mind and body are functioning aspects
of one unified whole, The individual cannot be divided for
teaching purposes.
The organismic concept is borrowed from biology
where it is used to designate a total living organism. All
living organisms are bom integrated, and integrating uni
ties are possessed of functions, powers. or controls called
gradients which tend to guarantee continued unity unless in
terfered with.
Gradients"1-2 are, in simple terras, differences in rate
of living, or of metabolism, or of directions of growth, or
of rate of maturing, differences in susceptibility to outline
stimuli.
The nature and function of these physiology gradients
has been >©11 established by extensive research in biology.
The life long work of the child is a case in point though
many others have also contributed.
The S, R, Bond theory of Thorndike states that Bond's
connections are formed between stimulus and response. Gener
ally, accepted laws under this theory are* law of exercise,
12
M, Child, The Origin and Development of the
jjjervous System (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1921),
PP, 78-80,
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•use and disuse, effect and readiness,

The subsidiary or

secondary lawst multiple responses attitude, set or disposi
tion, partial activity, assimulation or analogy and associa
tion shifting.
Field theory psychology, particularly the Gestalt
version is rapidly achieving influence among modern teachers
even though it is not always clearly understood by them.

It

holds that learning is not additive; it is not achieved by
drilling on isolated parts; learning proceeds first through
perceiving a living whole, which is important to the learn
ers purpose.

Progressive differentiation of the components

not only give smaller wholes but contributes to understand
ing of the larger whole.

Instead of proceeding from simple

to complex, as has been said for centuries, learning begins
with a complex unit which becomes simple as better under
stood,

The primary patterns are progressively differenti

ated into all manner of knowledge and skills#

There are gen

eral laws which apply to field psychology but the subsidiary
principles which are used most are insight, initial delay,
and pacing.

Insight is seeing into the problem.

Initial de

lay is delaying action until the child, can see what to do or
how to do it.

Pacing is the endeavor of the teacher to ad

just learning as closely as possible to maturation and back
ground of the pupil.

If the level of difficulty of the new

learning could be perfectly matched with the maturity level
of the learner, then learning would take place on the first
effort.

CHAPTER V
GEOGRAPHIC CONTENTS
Curriculum defined* There are many definitions for
curriculum.

It is the intention of the writer to define cur

riculum in terms of the functional concept of education. Cur
riculum is a series of planned experiences, in and out of
schoolj selected by children for personal growth and develop
ment,

Experiences are in the form of responses or behavior.

The environment, therefore should be sufficiently complex to
permit a variety of desirable reactions.

Guidance assumes

its significance in concern for both the environment and the
individual who must adjust to it.
No longer is the principal criterion for guidance a
knowledge of subject matter,

Important as this may be, there

is the additional requirement of understanding the character
istics of the pupils, including a knowledge of biological and
social requirements.

Familiarity with the basic conditions

which determine the behavior of an individual is necessary for
Intelligent guidance,
Another requirement for intelligent guidance of expe
riences is a knox^ledge of the learning process.

Essentially,

the learning process constitutes a change which results in
growth.

Experiences are chosen according to maturity, thus
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assuring that situations are not too simple nor too complex*
Guidance

is usually required to select those appropriate

experiences which will lead to desirable modifications of "be
havior*
In addition to knox&edge of the learning process ,
good guidance requires a knowledge of emotions, attitudes and
interests of children.

Forces determining emotions, attitudes

and interests of children are often social in nature.

Prob

lems involved in belonging to different groups should be un
derstood, especially as these problems are related to coordina
tion, integration and cooperation.

Guidance will help the pu

pil to adjust to his society by cooperation, by restricting
personal freedom and by sharing obligations, rights and priv
ileges.
Cultural change and curriculum problems.

The habits,

ideas, attitudes and skills that characterize the members of
the society are acquired by individuals as they grow into fullfledged societal membership.

In a literate society such as

ours, an institution—the school—has been created and charged
with the responsibility for teaching certain things, and cer
tain persons are designated as teachers to operate the school.
A sequence of potential experiences is set up in the school
for the purpose of disciplining children and youth into the
culture, that is, into group ways of thinking and acting.
set of experiences Is referred to as the curriculum.
The term culture Is to be distinguished from the

This
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concept of society.

A society is a group of organized in

dividuals -who think of themselves as a distinct group.

To

be a society, a collection of persons must have something
in common which induces the individual under certain circum
stances to subordinate or even sacrifice himself for the
good of the group.
A period of profound cultural transformation will up
set the curriculum and require that it be reconstructed with
respect to purpose, content, method of instruction, and means
of evaluationj the teaching profession will experience a period
of uncertainty as to the kind of educational program to build.
In reconstructing the curriculum, both the new and
the old should be mutually adjusted and a new cultural syn
thesis achieved; a set of consistent ideas and values in which
all members of society can share.
Objectives.

Educational objectives in the modern

school curriculum are well established in precedent and func
tion.

Geographic education is implicit in such objectives as

(1) the knowledge of the interdependence of the world, both
between peoples and groups; (2) the understanding of the tech
nological development of economic production; (3) the effec
tive use of resources and materials; (*+) the dependence of
man on his understanding and control of the physical environ
ment; (5) the relationship of man * s physical environment to
his way of living; (6) the use of the principles of democratic
living; and (7) the development of skills and techniques of
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scientific method and geographic tools.
To a great degree, these concepts and generaliza
tions, the tools and techniques, these attitudes and under
standings are complex, difficult and need a high degree of
maturity for effective utilization "by the individual pupil.
The role and scone of geography.

Geography*- sets

the stage on which all life is enacted5 history describes
the drama of human life.

Thus, the close relationship that

exist between them is shown.

By searching into the past and

by exploring the earth's surface, all life on the globe be
comes more understandable and men can direct their lives
more efficiently.

Geography deals with rapidly developing

and diverse societies in relation to an earth of which there
is ever-expanding knowledge.

Geography is a most vital sci

ence to all mankind and is a vital area in the school curric
ulum for the following reasons:
1, To help students explore the location and charac
ter of the outstanding surface features of the earth in
their relation to all life,
2, To show how men live, what they do and why they
live and work as they do.
3, To show the interdependence of man on his envir
onment and the earth's natural resources and the eco
nomic interdependence of the peoples of different conntrie s.
'+. To appreciate the need of conservation of the soil,
plant and animal life and all natural resources.
1_
Grace E, Koerner, "The Vital Role and Scope of Geog
raphy," iha Journal a£ Geography. LVI (April, 1957), 177.
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5, To gain a working technique of how to obtain
geographic information through interpreting maps, pic
tures and graphic materials and other aids and re
search,
6, To organize and formulate geographic concepts
according to acquired geographic principles and ap
plying these goegraphic principles to interpret and
understand current world affairs,
7, To acquire desirable attitudes and a sympathetic
understanding of the conditions and peoples of other
counties of the world, especially the eighty member na
tions of the United Nations*
8, To realize his role as a citizen of his own com
munity and his role as a world citizen,
9, To develop clear thinking and sound reasoning
through the scientific method.
These nine attainments reveal, obviously, that a
fundamental basic knowledge of world geography is indispens
able for international understanding or, as someone has ex
pressed it, "Operation geography, an aspect of applied geog
raphy, "
I n order to fulfill this vital role in modern society,
geography should be found in the curriculum throughout the
elementary and secondary schools as well as in required
courses in college,

Even the adult school program should help

meet this new and current demand for geography.
Much is said about this being the air age and the
atomic age.

Equally, so is it the geographic age.

The earth,

altho shrinking in distance concepts, is over expanding in
complexity and activity.

Today's air traffic, world trade,

distribution of natural resources, world travel and the eighty

2 Ibid..

p. 178
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member nations of the United Nations , all demand a broader
and more authentic understanding of world geography to fa
cilitate their efforts and achieve their goals.
The new age.
1957.

The space age dawned on October V,

Many educational meetings opened with this statement.

Previouslyj they were discussing

,rWhy

Johnny can't read,"

Today speakers and writers are turning to such questions as
"Are we educating Johnny for the space age?" and "Are we giv
ing Joanne a horse-and-buggy education in the jet age?"
Teachers are building farms while children want to build rock
ets; discussing how to get to Alaska, when experiments are di
rected to going to the moon.
This new age^ has also been called the atomic age,
the age of new metals, the synthetic age, the electronic age
and the push-button age.
cal century,"

Another name for it is the "chemi

All of these labels indicate the effect of

changes made by man's advancing scientific knowledge—changes
in the routine of daily life, changes in man's economic ac
tivities and changes in the interrelationships between man
and the earth.
Mass media, changes and challenges.

Talk of sending

messages from London to Honolulu by bouncing them off a
communication satellite and T.V, off Telstar startles us; de
vices equally amazing are now commonplace.

Mass media of

^Katheryne f, VJhitmore, "A Program of Geographic Edu?nt^S Y,lh?°ogh 6>" -^rnal ££ Geography. LIX
(December, i960) , 23-^28,
03\i°r
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communication bring numerous experiences within the range
of children.

The fare is varied5 they see excellent docu

mentaries on such subjects as atomic power, adventures on
the hilly streets of San Francisco, the rocky canyons and
forest slopes of Utah or in a snow covered Yukon,

Most of

the people seem to be engaged in breaking the law or run
ning down law breakers and never in performing an honest
day's work,
In addition to television and radio, printed mate
rials such as newspapers, magazines, and children's books,
provide a vast amount of fascinating information.

If

Johnny and Joanne can read, see, and hear, and if they are
at all alert, they can gain a large amount of Information,
some true, half true, or entirely false,**
Of great importance is the shrinking world with the
coming of the jet age.

Although jets did not introduce rapid

transportation, the tempo of our lives were already synchro
nized with the speed of trains, automobiles, and airplanes.
This shrinkage brought by rapid transportation and
communication, has brought an interdependence among places
and peoples,

Johnny and Joanne live in the United States of

America, but have the whole world as their home.

Their civ

ilization dependg on materials gathered from many parts of
the world.

The search for new materials began in the labor

atory extends over the earth's surface.
h
Ibid., p, if25*

International
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conflict and discoverers bring little known corners of the
world into new importance.
ness.

Railroads penetrate the wilder

Airports and construction camps begin to dot the

empty lands.
fields,

Factories spring up out of mud holes and corn

The bulldozer drag lines and tampers are at work,

and new dams, mines, dumps, reserviors, are changing the face
of the earth.
The world of Johnny and Joanne will differ from the
one we know not only because of changes brought by science
but because of the increasing number of people that live in
it.

This means more children in school, more cars on the

highways, more spreading suburbs, and more people to make use
of the natural resources.
Significance of these changes.

VJhat effect do these

aspects of changes in the world today have upon the content
of geography?

Does geographic education for Johnny and

Joanne mean that we must omit the old familiar topics related
to the earth on which we live to make room for the exciting
and new science of the space age?

Are changes in geographic

education needed to keep it vital and keyed to the times?
First, it dictates increased attention to the geog
raphy of the cities.

The urban child and the non-urban child

should feel at home through an understanding of things around
him.

Not only the streets, home, and school, but where he is

in relation to the functional parts of the city; the-kind of
work carried on in cities; the importance of transportation
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to the life of a city and the interdependence of city and
country*

This emphasis on urban geography does not mean

that the rural child need not become familiar with Iris im
mediate environment*
Second9 modern geography must teach the value of re
sources,

Urban children draw water from faucets, buy food

and clothing from stores, walk daily on concrete pavement
and seldom see or touch the earth itself.

Experiences must

be provided that will help them understand not only the
source of their water, milk, bread, books and clothes, but
also the long chain of workers between the source and the
consumer.
Third, urbanization and increased population make
the effective teaching of conservation of natural resources
more important and at the same time, more difficult.

Both

children should study the natural resources of the home area
in a way to create personal involvement.
Fourth, modem geography should include materials
that contribute to the understanding that geography does
change.

It should emphasize the role of man and the dynamic

nature of geography? that man's changing needs, knowledge,
and skills have made possible a fuller utilization of natural
environment varies with the stage of man's development.
Fifth, incidental learnings and current events should
become a part of the content.
this way can't be ignored.

Certainly information gained

It provides children with some

facts and a considerable amount of understanding, but is
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seldom common to all children and cannot be counted on to
cover certain topics.

At worst, it is inexact, incomplete

and sometimes entirely misleading.
tary.

At best, it is fragmen

Incidental experiences have full value if a sound

foundation has been provided by a comprehensive program.
Sixth, careful planning is needed to prevent OVBTlapping and to provide for continual growth in skill and un
derstanding and to insure vertical integration.

This can be

facilitated by the introduction of pre-geography understand
ings and simple geographic concepts in the grades.
Seventh, a study of people living in different en
vironments contributes understandings such as, the world dif
fers from place to place in physical and cultural features;
there are interrelationships between the kind of place, the
work and play, and their interdependence.
Geography—a point of view. "Despite the fully con
sidered advancement of geography and the recognition of geog
raphers in many areas, said Meyer, geography occupies a mar
ginal position in the academic, societal and political life
of o"r country,Despite marked progress in geographic pro
fessionalism, wide gaps separate actual academic achievements
and acclaim from illusory aspirations and often our own equally
self-deceptive illusive claims.

Studies by Schwendeman show

that 27.H- percent of 1,669 institutions reported no formal
work in geography; 2*+9 had geography as a department or an
C"
"
B. Meyer, "The Stature of Geography; Stake and
Status," The Joumal Q T Geography T LX (October, 1961) , 130.
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integj^al part of a department*

This indicates that global

world affairs implications attributed to the subject and
the profession seem ironically down-graded.
These studies indicate the need to clarify the status
of geography in the educational world and to establish in no
uncertain terms its stake in promoting its own distinctive
Intelligence of world affairs* "In missile-metaphorical terms,"
said Meyer, "geography has risen of the launching pad, but so
far has fallen short of the orbit designed for it by the great
seers of historic-geographic thought and by modern geography's
legitimate claims to a respected position by virture of its
inherent and distinctive educational objectives."
this the case?

(Why is

Partly because professional and lay citizenry

have not realized that community and world affairs cannot be
fully recognized without geographic knowledge).

Still ig

nored is the fact that geographic concepts and principles can
no more be taught by non-professionally trained instructors
of geography than can concepts and principles of history or
any social science field be taught without proper training in
these areas.
Teachers will continue to fall short of up ranking
geography as a subject and as a profession until they increase
their training.

Proper pre-professional training as a concen

tration in geography is needed.

6 Ibid..

p. 130.

Numerous institutions do not
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list geography as an undergraduate major, instead they seek
majors in economics, sociology and health, to list a few.
Yet it is generally recognized that man has to be "spatially"
orientated to "be liberally educated.
New view •points.

New view points of recent geogra

phy focus more and mere attention on generic processes and
genetic principles with the view of enhancing the status of
geography as a science.

Science, as used here, is not sy

nonymous with natural science, but with the total processes
of learning in a systematic way the laws of our culture as
they are related to the laws of nature.
Focus on regional realities and topical studies
leaves much to be desired in currieular offerings and trained
personnel,
Why isn't more geography taught?
for it.

We can't find room

It can be upgraded by recognizing that geography has

a real mission in our space-race educational program.
is need to clarify and amplify subject nomenclature.

There
Discon

certing are the ambiguities, inconsistencies and inadequacies
in terminology as particularly typified by the most common
place terms, that is, environment, topography, landscape, and
the like.

There is a constant struggle for a word to convey

the concept, the total natural-cultural environment complex,
and man's place in it.
The basic weakness in curricula construction today
is in the systematic phase of areal study.

Research and
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guidance are needed not only to help remove geographic il
literacy, but to dispel the geographic illusion that the
field is nothing more than a factual encyclopedia—placenaming and statistical-memorizing subject? to establish aca
demic intelligence on the status of our subject matter in
the mind of the educator.
Geography in teacher education.

Garlich^ carefully

studied the transcripts of fifty-three instructors who teach
kindergarten through grade six in a forward-looking, high
social economic level, suburban school district.

Only twenty-

seven had completed. work in the field of geography.

Without

exception, each of these instructors will teach geography to
their pupils either as a separate subject or as part of the
social studies curriculum.
Today, most of the critical world problems involve
nations in Europe, Africa, Asia and Latin America,

As prev

iously stated in Garlich*s study^ half the teachers surveyed
had not studied any geography.

But how about the rost? Were

those teachers who had completed courses in geography pre
pared in these areas?

Of the fifty courses taken by the 27

instructors, not one specifically concerned Asia or Africa,
Only one course was labeled European Geography, and only
three teachers had a course that dealt primarily with Latin
7
Marvin 0, Garlich, "Let's Stop Neglecting Geography
m Teacher Education," The Journal of Geosranhv. LXI (April .
1962), 150-152.
8 IMd.,

P. 151.

America,

The most common courses taken were entitled,

"World Geography," "Introduction to Geography," and "Phy
sical Geography,"
It is the thesis of this study that all elementary
teachers need a substantial background in geography, both
physical and political.

This background is lacking and con

tinues to be slighted in teacher training programs of col
leges and universities, both public and private.
Suppose Jimmy Smith should ask "Miss Jones," since
Africa is so close to Europe, why didn't more Europeans
settle there during the nineteenth century instead of coming
to the United States?
Is Miss Jones aware that there are few gulfs and
bays and consequently, few safe places to land on the Afri
can Coastline?

Is she a\>?are of the great central high

pla

teau and a very narrow belt of low coastal land, the tv/o
factors which cause rapids and falls in the rivers as the
rivers drop down a series of cliffs and thus become unnavigable?

Is she aware that the unnavigable rivers were ma^or

deterrents to exploration of Africa's interior?

Does she

know that one-half of Africa is covered with thick tropical
forests, bushlands, and deserts?
If she knows the geographical facts she most likely
acquired them through independent reading and assimilation
of general information.

The odds are that she has had no

training in geography since she completed the elementary
school.

CHAPTER VI
GUIDING LEARNING ACTIVITIES ,
To aid the lifting of the present geography haze,
there is a universally dire and pressing need among teachers
in the public schools to improve the present day teaching
methods of geography.

Geography readiness, like science

readiness and reading readiness, should begin in the kinder
garten.

The teaching and presentation should be more dynamic

and realistic.

For the most part, the present approach is

static and still in the traditional stage.

There should be a

functional creative approach for such a presentation a pres
entation has limitless potentialities because of the explor
ing, venturesome attack and entrlgulng laboratory procedure.
The student, thru, his repeated discoveries of similar geo
graphic factors and their relationship, will formulate most
of the basic geographic principles and acquire the technique
of applying such geographic principles, so his background is
built up of a continuity of relationships and interdependence
and association.

Of course, this requires the guidance of

strong teachers.

Yes, strong teachers who have rich, cul

tural backgrounds, who radiate enthusiasm, and who have had
thorough training and a we11-grounded knowledge of geographic
content.
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General definition of units.
self easily understood.
unity.

The term unit is it

It means simply oneness, wholeness,

Everyone agrees to this; argument begins when a ba

sis of unity is sought.

The factors determining unity must

be in one of two places—the subject matter or the learner.
Burton says:
Unity in subject matter lies in the logical arrange
ment of the materials around a center or core which re
sides within the subject matter itself. A topic, a
theme, a generalisation or principle, or any major and
significant aspect may be used. The unity is made by
and depends on adult logic. Unity in the learner lies
in the primary integration within himself and between
him and his environment. This unity is furthered through
life experiences organized around purposes.
There are two major types of units:

(1) the subject-

matter unit, Ttfhieh is an arrangement of subject-matter mate
rials around a central core found in the subject-matter it
self, to be studied by pupils for the purpose of acquiring
learning outcomes derivable from experiences with subjectmatter; and (2) an experience unit is a series of educative
experiences organized around a pupil*s purpose, utilizing so
cially useful subject-matter and materials, resulting in the
achievement of the purpose and in the acquisition of learning
outcomes inherent in the experience.
The subject-matter unit can be prepared in some de
tail in advance of use in the classroom.

The experience unit

develops as it goes and can be described only after it has

tjles

1 •
_
William H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning: Activi(New York: D, Apple ton-Century-Crofts, Co., 19V+).
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taken place, or in running account as it takes place.
The Problem
One of the most interesting and successful methods
of teaching seventh grade geography began as a result of a
lack of a textbook and materials in the classroom*

The text

book chosen, Eurasia, was excellent for Europe, fair for
Asia, but completely lacking in materials for Africa,

The

problem was what to do for materials for the Africa unit. The
solution was a materials center,2
Psins the material center.

In the school at Indiana,

an answer to the problem was ready made in the materials cen
ter.

This is a combination library and audio-visual center.

In this one unit was housed all of the reference books, fic
tion and non-fiction books, magazines, pamphlets, pictures,
films, recordings (both records and tapes), and maps,

Most

materials can be checked out for varying lengths of time, but
the lastest encyclopedia sets are not to leave the rooms.
Older sets are on carts to leave the library.

The materials

center contains work space for eighty students, plus a small
conference room for their use.

Record players equipped with

headphones are available for listening during study hours.
The children knew how to use the library and arrangements were
made with the librarian to use the library for certain class
^Frances A. Smith, ''Teaching Geography in A Materials
Center," The Journal of Geography, LXI (February, 1962).
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periods.
The first week of the unit is spent in the classroom
viewing films and fllmstrips as an introduction to the unit.
After the film, a day was spent studying the map of Africa.
For this we used the three dimentionai, Raised Relief Map of
Africa.

We made the map study to get the general layout of

rivers, mountains, deserts, lakes and cities.
A list of countries was made and later mimeographed
items such as area, climate, the people (including numbers,
religion, interesting customs), capitals, government and
present-day-leaders, natural resources, agriculture, indus
tries and kind of trade with the United States, were made.
Each student has a notebook that contains a summary
of each nation, plus any illustrations, newspaper and maga
zine articles that can be found.

One boy prepared an excel

lent display of Agriean stamps to go with his notebook while
another one sent for free travel folders to go with his work.
The class meets in the classroom before going to the
library to check attendance, discuss general problems of in
terest and discuss the latest African news report.

During

research periods the students may check out filmstrips for in
dividual viewing and records and ear phones for individual
listening.
The students may study any part of Africa.

In fact,

students were encouraged to start at different places so that
they won f t all be needing the same materials at the same time.
The better students finish before the slower ones, so they

are encouraged to read travel and fiction books about Africa
and make additional reports in the notebook for extra credit.
After research is completed three to four class
hours were spent discussing the materials.

During this period

ve try to see Africa as a whole and what the big problems are.
This unit took eight to nine weeks to complete.

The

grade given on the unit is based on the following scalet three
points on the notebook; one point on class attitude and par
ticipation; and one point each on the two comprehensive tests
given at the end of the work.

One test is a comprehensive

written test and the other is a map test.

The interest is

higher than the use of the normal textbook.
Other results.
taught in this manners

Interesting results come from a unit
(1) There is a wider use of reference

materials; (2) wider reading and research in newspapers and
magazines; (3) unasked-for home work: (h) you get away from
textbook type teaching and learning; (5) students find differ
ent statistics and information and then begin to wonder why
the differences exist and which is correct; (6) through the
discrepancies in statistics they learn that being in a book
or newspaper does not make the information correct; (7) par
ents often become very Interested in notebooks and help and
learn along with students; (8) students actually learn and
accomplish more and make better grades on tills type of work
than in textbook typo; (9) the teachers work is at a minimum
and it allows her to give a great deal of individual time
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and attention to pupils? and <10) it provides an informal
atmosphere., The unit is enormous time consuming, hut inter
esting.
Integration and fusion. A Curriculum Committee in
Baltimore^ recommended that separate programs in history and
geography in the seventh grade be combined into a "social
studies program."

All seventh grade geography teachers were

asked to experiment in a program combining the two subjects.
First, fusion was attempted, then alternating units of each
subject. The results "it looks as if we might revert to a
semester each of history and geography. My state of mind
and that of my pupils could quickly be summarized by putting
the preposition "con" in fron of the word "fusion." The abil
ity to think historically and geographically is lost in fu
sion.
Because history and geography have an undeniable re
lationship, there is undoubtedly a maximum use of that rela
tionship when both are taught by one teacher*

Handled by a

simple person, geography can be used to explain history, and
history used to provide the cultural heritage which is one
part of man*s environment. This value can be as effectively
realized without any organic combination of the two subjects.
In fact, unless the two are maintained as separate entities
^Kathryn G, Scott, "Experiences With Integration in
the Junior High School," The Journal of Geoerauhv. I,VI (Anril,
9
1977), 181-18*+.
~
*
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there is decided danger that one will overshadow the other.
It is an unusual teacher who has equal interest in, and
preparation for both subjects; the effort on one subject
will be emphasized to the detriment of the other.
Abel, in Trenton, experimented with integration in
the intermediate grades*

She said;

In analyzing this problem of integration of geo
graphic thinking with historical thinking in the inter
mediate grades, it is feasible to determine how this
child learns best* They are hungry for knowledge of
the world, its people, and its inventions* They love
to do projects* They like to be challenged* They like
to please you, the teacher,. They love to collect
things and bring them to the classroom* My experiments
prove that the teachers problem is not one of arousing
or inciting motivation, but rather a problem of selec
tion, What shall she teach first, or which child's ma
terial shall she use* She will also know that children
learn best when they are Interested. Interest is not
enough, it Is merely the spark or the beginning. If
the spark is to grow the child must see that what he
learns serves a purpose or fulfills a need in his life,
Therefore, the teacher must kindle that spark by feed
ing it properly with kindling materials.5
At this level in social studies kindling materials
take the form of current events, the child's personal expe
riences, the teacher's experiences, the use of pictures, maps,
stories, projects, and class trips.^
Abel? reported that children at this age can reason.
In a discussion of the earth as a sphere, the definition of
hemisphere was explained to the class*

The prefixes of semi,

^Margaret F, Abel, "Experience With Integration In
The Intermediate Grades," Journal of Geosrraehv. LVI (Anril.
?
19 57), 18*+.
6Ibia.

T

p. 185*

^Ihid., p# 18U.
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demi, and hemi, meant half,
four? the dictionary* two.

The social studies "book showed
After analyzing the drawings, one

child raised his hand and said, "Some of the same land is
shown twice.

There must be only two hemispheres,"

She compares the topic of integration versus isolated
subjects with a beautiful painting.

The many beautiful colors

used by the artist gives vivid portrayal to his vision. "Like
wise , information from various fields on one subject create
Q
a more intense impression,"
FIELD TRIPS
Whenever possible, todayrs geography teacher should
employ the field trip to bring the students to the primary
sources.

The word-picture, for many children, gives too many

erroneous concepts.

They make their deduction,

A second

grade child may decide that the moon is nearer his home than
England be cause he can see the moon.
The field trip may be the neighborhood brook or a
nearby elevation, or bus, train, ferry boat ride.

If the

field trip is impossible, the film and films trip can do much
to give more accurate impressions of land forms and peoples
of the world,

Here, too, with the film the teacher needs to

help and guide the acquiring of geographical concepts; al
ways using the scientific method in guiding the students to
their goals.
O

Ibid., p . 187.
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Clansroom In the skv.

Devotion to the responsi

bility of disseminating information concerning the dynamic
world in the ''Age of Flight" means that the geography
teacher must constantly search for new and meaningful meas
ures of presenting to students the facts, concepts and gen
eralisations of the earth*

The minds of students have al

ready taken wings in response to the "Age of Flight*" Many
of our social and scientific problems must be understood, and
studied in light of this age.

The Air Age in addition, of

fers opportunities for presenting and enhancing geographic
instruction.

Most students are not able to comprehend much

of the earth's surface at any one time,9
Field trips in geography classes by bus or station
wagons are not new.

Airplane trips have not teen

used in teaching geography

extensively

though in class the students are

reminded that the world is shrinking in terms of rapid air
transportation.
An ariel view will embrace all ground details into a
general overall picture of a specific geographic region.

Un

like other landscapes reduction devices, a vantage view from
an airplane does not require the use of symbols, rather it
retains the reality of the earth's surface.
Using light aircraft, Carroll College conducted its
first field trip by air in the spring of 1958.

Speed, time,

9
"A Geography Classroom in the Sky," The Journal of
Geogranhv. LVIII (October, 1959).
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and altitude combined to pose an effective visual aid# Sub
jects viewed were urban areas, dairy farmsteads, conserva
tion, the rectangular field pattern, road networks, and high
way interchanges#
Geography field trips via colored slides#

A good

substitute for the trip itself is an examination of regions
by using colored slides,^ or transparences#
Colored slides have been used to present subject mat
ter. Commercial filmstrips are available for practically all
regions*

Slides and transparencies of regions have the per

sonal touch#

Pictures must tell a story*

The primary objective of slides, plus field trip re
port are to acquaint students with physical and cultural ele
ments form in North America#

DEVELOPING MAP SKILLS
There are many methods and techniques of teaching map
objectives*

Teachers and children may outline large maps on

the board or on butcher paper or on large sheets of card
board on which necessary information is placed. The child
might fill in the desired locations or products on a mimeo
graphed map supplied by the teacher#

He might build a typo

graphical map from a mixture of salt and flour or paper raache.11
, „„ ^Alfred E. Teske, "Geography Field Trips Via of Col
ored Slides," Journal of Geography. LVII (May, 1959), 33b*
11"Starch and Detergent Relief Models*" Journal of
Geography, LVIII (May, 1959).
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He might formulate upon the sand table or by means of play
blocks the map of a town or country.

Many experiences may

be devised to develop for the child the concept that maps
are to supply information, facts, and help substantiate re
lationships*
GAME MAPS12
One ingenious method, of stimulating children to map
consciousness is thru the game map.

These are constructed

by teachers and children who have creative ideas.
two should be added each year.

One or

These maps are made of

sturdy material, heavy cardboard, or plywood so they may be
used from year to year.

They are so constructed that three

or four children can quietly gather about the map, complete
the game and check themselves without disturbing the remain
der of the class.

This should not take the place of teach

ing map concepts thru individual outline, blackboard or com
mercial maps of political entitles, topography, products,
and climate.

A game map is only one method and perliaps a

less efficient one of teaching and developing map skills.
Puzzle map.

One type of game map is a puzzle map.

This may be purchased inexpensively, at a toy shop or the
teacher and children may construct one using heavy cardboard
or plywood.
12J,

The world, country, or state is traced on the

D. McAulay, "Game Maps for the Social Studies in
the Momentary School," The Journal of Geography, LYIII (May,

surface and cut up by a ^ig-saw.

The pieces are painted in

different colors with a geographic characteristic on the
surface and some identification on the back.

The child

learns to establish relationships by fitting items into their
proper slot.

Check with wall map*

Association man.

A second type of game map is the

association map—the association of event with place , or pro
ducts with location, or city with product.

The map has a

number of small circles or x*s marked on the surface.

From

an envelope, the child selects the city, product, or histori
cal event x-iritten or pictured on a slip of paper to place in
the proper place.
Outline map,

An outline map of north America could

be constructed for a unit on Indians,

A disc is constructed,

marked off into seven segments to represent each Indian group.
An arrow made of heavy cardboard is attached by pin or nail
to center of disc.

The segment of the disc on which the ar

row stops will indicate the indigeneous dwelling which is to
be properly located on the map,

The dwelling may be made of

cardboard or some other material.

This game may be varied to

study a region or a unit on transportation.
Magic map.
ing.

This is simple, but most ingenious train

It teaches the pupils something of the size, shape and

location of states, even while they are playing.

It teaches

geography in many ways to all grades at the elementary school
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including handicapped children.
The map-*-3 is a scale model, measuring about thirty
by twenty feet, much larger than the floor of an ordinary
living room.

The border is shorn by yellow paint,

Names

or abbreviations for each state are shown*
A fifth grade teacher dreamed -up this idea to teach
scale drawings and arithmetic*

There had to be a pattern

for each state and all states had to be to a scale to fit
the playground space selected.

They discovered that each

state had to be six times as large as it was on the wall
map in their classroom,
then it was finished, it was a race from Hew York
to California| sit in Texas and have plenty room; stand in
Kentucky, slowly pivot and see bordering states5 hop from
one state to another.
The twenty Questions,

Most boys and girls are nor

mally interested in playing games of any kind. The motivation
of students in such play activity in combination with the
teaching of subject-matter material results in an excellent
learning situation*

The game, "Geographic Twenty Questions"-*-54'

revolves subject-matter motivation in a classroom activity
that makes for easy teaches.
The rules are similar to the "Twenty Questions" as
18
-wanes Gable, "Magic Map," The Journal of Geospawhy,
LX (September, 1961), 283-285,
lb,
J. W, Pawling, "Geographic Twenty Questions," The
Journal of Geography. LvlII (December, 1959) , ldf5-^-56.
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adopted for television.

The student presents his mystery

subject to the class after an opening clue is given as to
animal, vegetable, or mineral status of the subject.

The

class then functions as a group in submitting a maximum of
twenty questions in an attempt to correctly identify the
mystery subject.

The student leads the question and answer

period and keeps a tally of all questions answered *

All

questions must be phrased to receive a yes or no answer.
The student correctly Identifying the mystery subject is re
warded by leading the next round of twenty questions.
Once the class understand the use of the animal, vegatable, and mineral categories, compound clues may be intro
duced.
A basic concept in playing "Geographic Twenty Ques
tions is that the subject must be unique, (that is, the
Liberty Bell) with a specific location (that is, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania),

Obviously, a knowledge of geographic location

will serve as an important clue in identifying the mystery
subject.
Question and answer board.

Effective learning of geo

graphic facts has been found to be stimulated by use of a
Question and Answer Board,^ Planned and designed cooperatively
by the teacher and pupils, the board is designed to enable

15
Katherine Cook and Edward M. Vodicka, "Question and
Answer Board Promotes Effective Geographic Concept-Building,"
Journal of Geography. LVIII (December, 1958) , ^68.
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pupils to manipulate and explore combinations of correct an
swers to questions about geography* history* science* and
other content areas in a most interesting and unique manner*
The board is particularly valuable when used to in
troduce a new unit of work on geography.

Each member of the

class would submit three or five questions from which 18
would be selected for use on the board.

In the culmination

of a unit, the board could be used to review, evaluate and
strengthen facts learned.
Crossword nuzzle. The study of geography can be fun.
Geography can be dull routine, and lacking in direction if
the student is required to memorize long lists of natural re
sources, products, population statistics, and production fig
ures.
The modern approach is to expose students to sound
concepts not factual information per se. The geography teach
ers agree to this.

Trained in his discipline, he knows that

mnemonics have value, that there is a nomenclature to be mas
tered and there are facts to be assimilated as an essential
part of the students geographic knowledge.

Such materials

help to build the solid foundation upon which sound and mean
ingful concepts are built.

Intrinsic facts, term locations,

and products can have meaning and boredom*

Material that has

been particularly effective is the crossword puzzle*
The crossword puzzle can be an advantageous teaching
device since its method and scope are known to all.

They are
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associated with fun, not study, leisure, not work.
Puzzles may range In content and scope from empha
sising general political or physical features of the world
to conservation topics, economic geography, or the treat
ment of a particular nation's geography.
ally world wide,

Topics are liter

Although they take a great deal of thought,

initiative and time, students can be guided to construct
16
their own crossword p-ussle ,
The georama,

George T* Banner1'7 pointed out that

geography is one of the most difficult things in the educa
tive process to teach; for pupils it is one of the most dif
ficult things to learn.

One facet of the difficulty for

teacher and pupil alike involves the problem of transcending
limited experiences with the earth*
Educational psychologists have pointed out, that to
do our 5ob and do It well, we must learn to cultivate the
child's imagination; we must teach an understanding of im
portant causal relations; we must teach the correct inter
pretation of pictures, maps, and presumably of globes. These
are all aids In transcending the student's limited earth ex
periences*
One group in Few York City had a Georama-Geography
16
Arthur A, Deloney, "The Geographic Crossword Puzzle,"
The Journal of Geography, LX (January, 19&L) ,

17

'Rennor,

cit,, p. 169,
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in the Global Age^It was a ten week project and was dis
played for a month.

Student guides were eager to explain

the dioramas, the models, the maps, the small globes and
the work that went into the exhibit*
The projects were made by students.

Two six foot

relief globe19 and a full scale model of the earth satel
lite20 were loaned.
THE IMPROVEMENTS OF ASSIGNMENTS
Teachers are increasingly taking time to develop ex
plicitly the objectives of the assignment and the methods by
which these may be achieved.

Free discussion to ensure pre

liminary understanding is provided.

Assignments increasingly

prepare for difficulties which the pupils may meet during
their independent study period,
The use, of questions, -problems. and projects and pu
pil participation^

Many teachers have shown real ingenuity
pi
in setting up provocative "questions and problems"
designed
to cause the learner to react to text materials instead of
merely to accept them*

A fairly certain index of teaching

skill is the ability to make inviting connections between the
fixed, required subject matter and the interests and purpose
•^Daniel Jacobson, "The Georama—An Aid in Geographi
cal Motivation," The Journal of Geography. LVII (December,

1958), 1

19boaned

to Georama by Geo-Physical Maps, Inc,

°Loaned to Georama by National Science Foundation.
^Burton, QJO. cjj.., p. 315.
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of the pupils,

The teacher may develop a fairly extensive

conversation concerning a current event, a new book* or im
portant moving picture, a local occurrence, or any item
proving useful,

The discussion is bound to provoke argu

ment, difference of opinion, or group efforts to derive un
derstanding or to make applications.

The skillful teacher

derives, from the class discussion, a question or series of
questions which may be answered wholly or in part through
assignment to typical text materials.
The pre-test

and

the assignment,

An early develop

ment popularized by educators is the pre-test,22

As the term

indicates, the status of the class prior to the initiation of
a course or unit is investigated. The purposes are twos to
give the teacher insight into the needs, abilities, interests
and individual differences within the class group; and to
give the pupils some connection between their present situa
tion and what they are about to learn.

Ideally, no assign

ment should ever be made without pre-testing, but this is
probably too much to ask under present working conditions.
Many alert teachers, however, owing to faulty training and
uncritical experience is far too prone to organize courses
and assignments in terras of the materials and with little or
no reference to the needs, abilities, or even information of
the pupils.
The form of the pre-test may be a class discussion,
22Ibid..

p. 316,

an oral or written test of traditional type, a standard
achievement or diagnostic test, or an inventory of informa
tion, interests, needs, attitudes, a check list of "behavior
traits, problem-situation tests, or by any instrument or
technique which will supply pertinent data to the teacher.
This type of testing has nothing to do with evaluation of
the pupils' achievement.

Pupils must know that it has noth

ing to do with marking, despite the familiar word test.
The sequence of assignments.

Since the typical as

signment procedure is based upon a textbook, or group of
books, or printed course of study, the sequenced is deter
mined for the teacher.

Her skill will be utilized in at

tempting to relate this pre-determined sequence to the nor
mal interests and needs of her pupils.

In some instances,

she can within her own courses vary the fixed sequence to
make it more teachable#
Whenever a liberal school gives good teachers oppor
tunity to develop their courses more independently, whether
within a loose framework or freely, better sequences of as
signments, better materials and experiences with them are
likely to result.

In any event, teachers should not quietly

accept nor themselves construct pointless unorganized, unco
ordinated series of assignments.
ble sequence should be accepted.

2''ibid.. p.

317.

Responsibility for defensi
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The purposes to be served Jsg good assignments.

The

bread general purposes^ are three, and are easily stated.
Details and actual techniques must be worked out in actual
situations based on principles and other guidance given.
Desirable assignments mil give the pupil a clear
understanding of: (1) What is to be done5 (2) How it is to
be done; and (3) Why it is to be done.
Objectives will be clearer when stated and de
scribed in simple language, when pupils ask questions, when
pupils are asked hew they think the assignment may be at
tacked, when they are asked what they propose to do first,
and where to find materials*

As stated earlier, there is

ample evidence that the majority of assignments now used in
schools do not give pupils clear objectives*

Vague indefi

nite, inexact, poorly worded statements predominate.
Qui dins growth for study;.

When assignments consist

of take the next ten pages and no further, explanations are
given; where recitations consist of oral quizzes to see how
much of the "ten pages" has been remembered, then "study"
can be only memorization and nothing more,

The work period

of the modern unit makes learning and study synomymous* Su
pervised study gives way to directed study and that to di
rected learning and finally to guidance in learning*
Beeder states that,"The child study movement by
2k
Burton, loo, cit.

9b

G, Stanley Hall and McMurray's idea which identified study
with learning and teaching how to study with the general
teaching process were most desirable for improving study
habits, but were perverted by administrative machinery of
activities and physical facilities. The actual technique of
supervising and helping pupils at study was neglected in su
pervised study,"25
Guidance for the teacher training in study habits
during regular class procedures comes through good teaching.
This suggests that (1) she teach in such a way as to utilize
and give constant practice in numerous and varied study ac
tivities; (2) be sensitive to, and diagnose cases of ineffi
cient study or actual ignorance of study procedures; (3) give
direct, specific help in terms of individual or group needs
as revealed by diagnostic methods; and O) discussion of spe
cific study difficulties.
Difficulties.

Many study difficulties with bright

and dull students alike arise not because the pupils are in
capable nor because the material is too difficult, but be
cause (1) there is no desire to do the work; (2) inability to
see the problem clearly; (3) lack of knowledge of sources and
how to use and judge them critically; (b) inability to judge
the worth of facts; (5) difficulties with analysis; and (6)
difficulties arising in drawing inferences or making
25

Edwin H. Reeder, "Directing Children's Study of
Geography," Educational Method, XVII (May, 1938), 387.
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generalizations.

Discussion is wholly lacking but these

six items illustrate the point.
Guiding the recitation.

The word recitation is one

of the most common terms in the educational vocabulary.

It

has two parts: re - citation show that it is not an ill
chosen word as used in many schools.

Class periods are

given over to re-citing knowledge which has been carried over
bodily in memory from the original citation.
may be necessary.

Sometimes this

It is generally conceded that by. proper

guidance that the facts are better learned, better remembered
and better used when derived from functional learning situa
tions.
The term socialized procedures, 2 ^ may be applied to
all improvements.

They have values and dangers; but these

can be avoided through careful preparation and active guid
ance.

This takes careful systematic planning in addition to

native ability.

To properly guide this activity a few prin

ciples may be of assistance: (1) The teacher is directly re
sponsible for the establishment of favorable attitudes and
must study the readiness of the group for socialized proce
dure; (2) make careful advance preparation to ensure partici
pation by all and eventually secure pupil responsibility for
participation; and (3) seek pupil cooperation in planning and
conducting the socialized procedures.

26 lbid.,

PP. 357-358
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Guiding the development of questions.

Teachers us

ually endeavor to improve questioning through improving the
working, the form, and the mechanics or techniques. The chief
weakness lay not in the technique "hut in the teachers concep
tion of the purpose or aim.

If the aim is mastery of facts,

then the rapid-fire questioning can't be condemed.
her aim.

It fits

To improve qiiestioning, the teachers knowledge of

aims must be improved.

A second allied weakness is lack of

knowledge of the mental process of learning.

A third weak

ness is lack of general education and intellectual interest.
Teachers can't ask questions about values or appreciations if
they have never achieved values or appreciations of their
own.

Individuals who have not read critically and endeavored

to interpret a number of conflicting statements cannot ask
inte rpre tive que stions,
Aims and purposes to be served by questions are:

To

stimulate reflective thought; to develop understanding; to
bring about the emergence of new concepts to apply informa
tion to develop appreciations and attitudes; to develop the
power and habit of evaluation; to change beliefs and atti
tudes; to focus attention on cause and effect relationship;
to determine the informational background, interests and ma
turity of individuals or class groups; to promote interest,
arouse purpose, develop mindset, and to test for designated
achievements.
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Guiding drill and practice.

The writer cannot ap

proach this discussion without recalling the ancient joke
about the boy kept in after school to write "I have gone"
one hundred and fifty times.

Finishing the assignment in

the absence of the teacher, he turned in his paper with a
note stating, "I have written" "I have gone" a hundred and
fifty times.

Now "I have went home,"

The processes known as drill or practice are widely
used in the classroom and real life.

Drill is exercised on

three general types of learnings (a) motor skills, (b) men
tal skills, and (c) arbitrary associations,
Research and investigations have provoked vigorous
discussions concerning the place of drill in the instruc
tional program.

Some of the statements around which the con

troversy rages ares (1) Drill should be eliminated from
school5 (2) one cannot learn by repetition; (3) one does not
learn anything through drilling; and (^) drill and lots of
it is the only way to learn certain things,2^
The guidance concept of skill learning must be based
on the new conceptions.

Skills are the refinements of mean

ing and not isolated mechanisms; they are the means for mak
ing understandings operative and have no meaning themselves
separate from functional situations.
hardly possible.

Exact repetition is

Retrials with insight and which in turn

27
Burton, o&. cit., p. 1^9.
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add insight do promote the development of the desired
skill.

The guidance concept suggests that organized prac

tice should he preceded by an exploratory stage during
which the learner experiments, seeks guidance, devises sev
eral alternative ways of acting during the phases of skill
building.

In trying to remember names, places and relation

ships, children devise and use many crutches.

These are

actually a part of the developing insights or increased
levels of understanding.

Crutches will be dropped as chil

dren develop new meaning,
The "integrative" phase of skill learning follows
the "exploratory stage,"
developed.

At this stage, meaning has been

This stage demands "varied practice" which means

many functional contacts with different activities.

The

"refining phase" in which precision is developed, demands
repetitive practice.

Varied practice by itself yields mean

ing, but not proficiency; repetitive practice by itself
yields efficiency but not meaning.

Competent varied prac

tice in early stages will reduce greatly the amount of re
petitive practice needed later.

From this guidance point

the terms repetition, drill, and practice may be used safely.
Guiding critical thinking,

A common criticism of

education in our country is students are not being taught to
think critically.

The degree of truth in this criticism may

vary from school district to school district and from state
to state, yet we as teachers should be more than alarmed
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that there is any degree of truth in this criticism at all*
Professionally trained and qualified teachers are
aware that they have a tremendous stake in molding the fu
ture course of the nation.

They have a direct hand in the

destiny of the worid*s civilizations.
The most important task a teacher has is to ready
young minds to be able to grasp and deal effectively with
the problems that confront mankind.

There is no substitute

for the ability to think critically^ the fate of the earth's
people may well depend upon the ability of citizens to think
in a clear rational manner.

The ability to think in a clear,

logical and concise manner should be a prime goal of educa
tion at every grade level*
The method.

One of the most effective methods used

to teach critical thinking has teen

reported by Switser.^S

It is a system of collecting, organizing and evaluating data
in a geographic way.

The basic concern is to show the spa

tial relationships that exist between the various patterns
of geographic elements.

A starting point is an analysis of

the local community and work toward broad regional studies,
always using the same basic approach.
Some schools divide this system into the following
broad categories: extent of the area population, broad phys
ical patterns, focal points of human activity and channels
pO

Wilbur J, Switser s "The Areal Analysis; £ Second
Step Toward Critical Thinking in High School Geograohy,"
The Journal QT Geography. LX (December, 1961) , 1+20/
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of traffic pattern of agriculture} patterns of mineral ex
traction} and pattern of industry, historical highlights,
problems and outlook.
Depending upon the individual class, these major devisions may be broken down into an unlimited number of sub
titles.

For example, in the consideration of population,

the instructor may include such things as total number, dens
ity distribution, ethnic numbers and distribution and pattern
of settlement.

With slower classes one considers a few basic

itsms} more alert groups may go into as much detail as their
instructor has resources to provide.
The success of this method depends on the approach
taken when considering the major divisions.

The use of de

scription, explanation and significance, in that order, is
most effective.

Care must be taken by the instructor to

guide the class along the lines of the most important rela
tionships in the early part of the year, later to become a
part of set routine.

The level of the group must be given

careful consideration as to what may be expected from it. Yet,
even slow learners soon find a challenge and satisfaction in
pointing out basic generalizations from maps and content*
By using a wide range of sensory action, it appeals
to all studies.

It develops a systematic approach to collect

ing, organizing and evaluating data.

It provides flexibility

in approach and visible satisfaction to most grade levels; it
is relatively easy to grade and student progress is easily
discemable.

CHAPTER VII
MEASUREMENT, EVALUATION AMD DIAGNOSIS
The learning and behavior of any pupil is determined
not alone by the organised learning experiences xtfith the
school, but by all other social experiences encountered since
birth.

Experiences within the community, in the home, with

the church, recreational facilities desirable and otherwise
with civil authorities, printed materials, business and with
otter agencies, all participate in the understandings and at
titude of the learner.
The term measurement usually refers to the use of ob
jective tests or instruments of precision which yield quanti
tative data,

These precise quantitative data are direct meas

ures of the pupils achievement in fact and skill learnings or
in rote mastery of subject matter*
The term evaluation usually refers to the use of be
havior records, inventories, scales or check lists which yield
descriptive qualitative data, which form the basis for judg
ments about the pupil's acquisitions of the more general, sub
tle, and important outcomes.
The purpose.

The purpose of any test or evaluations!

procedure is to determine how well the pupil has learned some
thing.

The "something" must be defined clearly first, or
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evaluation is a waste of time.

For instance, we may test

a learner to determine xdiether or not he possesses a given
defined skill and to determine his level of facility in the
use of the skill,

Vfe may test for study skills and habits

or observe behavior relating to these items.

We can test

or observe for more complex mental skills involved in prob
lem solving.

W~> may test for any of the scores of outcomes

derivable from units: retention of subject matter, or ob
serve behavior to judge whether certain understandings or
appreciations have been derived from experience involving
the subject matter.

Before a teacher can start to test or

evaluate she must set down in precise language the given un
derstandings, values and appreciations which she expects the
pupil to achieve.
Certain steps should be planned before evaluation
or measurement begins.

The first step is a clear definition

of what is to be measured or evaluated.

The second step is

a description of learning outcomes in terms of behavior.
Third, selecting or designing the instruments. Fourth, con
sidering the individual's characteristics, his background.
Fifth, recording the results, and sixth, diagnosis.
It is not enough to tell a pupil he has failed, at
tempts should be made to find reasons for poor achievement
and ways and means to aid the pupil to achieve up to his ca
pacity.
Diagnosis of learning activities.

Analysis usually
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begins with a survey to determine the general status of a
class group. Specialized techniques are then used to deter
mine the specific difficulties of individual pupils or of
small sections within the total group, One acceptable out
line of procedures listed by Brueckner and Bond Is:
1, General diagnosis - The instruments are standard
tests; objective or essay examinations,
2, Analytic diagnosis - The instruments are diag
nostic tests prepared for this purpose,
3, Psychological diagnosis through (a) controlled
observation, (b) analysis of written work, (c) analy
sis of oral responses and accounts of procedures, (d)
analysis of objective records of various types, (e) in
terviews, (f) laboratory and clinical methods, and (g)
case studies,-^
The above instruments can be used to determine the
status of a class or group in relation to certain norms.
Average scores and the distribution of scores within a group
are both important. They can help to tell us what the trou
ble is, what is causing it, and the typical classes and num
ber of errors can be located. Pupils who have special weak
nesses can be located and remedial measures applied.
Many important outcomes can not be measured by typi
cal tests. Evidence must be gathered through observation of
behavior and study of contributing factors, The work of the
diagnostician is to determine if a case exists, if so, then
a remedial program—good teaching applied to special circum
stances—should be provided,
1
Brueckner and Bond, The Diagnosis and Treatment of
Learning Difficulties (Hew Xorks Appleton-Century-Grofts«
1955), p, 66.

CHECKING MAP-READING SKILLS
Maps and globes show the locations, arrangements,
and distribution of selected physical and cultural features
in the environment.

They are aids to learning and sometimes

they are the only means by which certain facts can be pre
sented,
Map-reading skills and abilities are developed grad
ually,

Constant practice, frequent review and re teaching

are necessary.

Instruction in the use of maps and globes

should be given at the time when the pupils need to use them
for a specific purpose.

It should be correlated with the

work in social studies or geography classes.
Using mans and globes.

It is essential to check fre

quently on the progress pupils are making in using maps and
globes,

Christophel says there are three ways to check map-

reading skills;
1, Let pupils answer the questions orally by going
to the map or globei
2, Have pupils write answers to questions, using
the globe, the wall maps or the maps in their books.
3, Make use of work sheets, which have both the
maps and the questions.
The first method will be used most frequently and
have the most value;

The second method provides a way to

« ™
S$na Christophel) "Checking Map-Reading Skills in
the Elementary School,5' Journal of Geogranhv. LX (September.
1961), 285-287,
M—»
»
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check on individual pupils from time to time.

The third

method may be used for diagnostic purposes*
The following questions3 may he used when pupils are
working directly with globes and maps by answering the ques
tions orally or by writing them;
A. Checking the legend on the map:
1. What is the scale of miles?
2, What do the colors mean?
. What do the symbols mean?
, Are other facts given?
E. Finding one example of each of the following
features on the map:
1. plain
2. desert
« mountain
. ocean
5, island
6. peninsula
7* isthumus
8* tribulory
9. continent
C, Observing South America:
1* In what direction is South America from North
America?
2* Which is larger, South America or North America?
3» Name the A.B.C* Countries*
''/hat are the three large bodies of water that
border South America?
5» Through what part of South America does the
equator pass?
6* Find a straight in the southern part of the
continent. What bodies of water does it connect?
7* Name the cape at the southern tip of South
America*
8* What large range of mountains extend the full
length of this continent from north to south?
Where are they located?
9. In which country is each of these cities lo
cated?
Rio de Janerio, Santiago, Belem,
Buenos Aires, La Paz, Caracus
Mac.
3 Ibid.

Here are two examples of ways in

which worksheets may be used to check map-reading skills
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By referring to Figure 1 showing the rainfall of a
continent, underline the correct answer for the first 11
questions*

Fill in the blanks#

1» Most,about half, much less than half of this area
receives over 6o inches of rainfall.
2, Most, about half, little of this area receives
less than 20 inches of rainfall#
3# The northern, middle, southern, part of this area
receives the greatest amount of rainfall#
5# City (A,B,C,) is found in a desert region#
6# City (A,3,C,) is found in a region which is likely
to have rivers and lakes#
7. Deserts are found (north and south, east and west,
north only) of City B.
8. City (A,B,C,) is most likely to have enough rain
fall to grow rice.
9. Large numbers of people are most likely to live
in the region near City (A,B,C,)#
10, City (S,B,C,) might he a region of many trees and
perhaps tropical jungle.
11. This area represents a continent, It is ,
By referring to Figure 2 showing Ireland, fill in
the blanks.

Which letter on the map is near a:

1# peninsula
2, lake
3# delta

.
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k* island
5. river
6. bay
7* capital city
8. seaport city
9. city (not a seaport)
10* "boundary
Complete these sentences by writing the proper di
rections
1. The river flow

.

2. The capital city is _________________ of B*
3* To go from C to H we would travel

•

k. To go from A to H we would travel

*

Two precautions concerning the use of these examples
should perhaps be considered*

First, questions or exercises

must be adapted to both the grade level of the pupils and the
material which they are studying.

Second, since these exer

cises are examples of ways to check map-reading skills, they
contain fewer items than the teacher may wish to use.
Harris5* says that many good suggestions on map-reading
skills can be found in professional books.
EVALUATION OF EXHIBITS
Unless there are evidences of learning, the whole

lhRuby

M. Harris, The Rand McNallv Handbook of Mans
SZEl Globe Usage (Chicago: Rand and McHally Company, 19WT.
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purpose of exhibits becomes ineffectual*

"What do we hope

to accomplish by having a geography exhibit?

One of our

aims should be to encourage individuals and groups to pre
pare work worthy of display. Of what value will these
pieces of work be to the individuals who make them? In
order to consider this problem, additional questions must be
considered, Will the work be an end in itself, or can it be
used to promote further study?

Will working toward an ex

hibit promote the development of geography concepts? How ac
curate will this work be?

Will it be the result of research?

Does it develop the initiative and originality of the pupil?
Will the pupil learn in doing this work or will it be a case
of copying, tracing or just doing something?

Will the value

of the completed work be commensurate with the time spent in
doing it? If the answer to one or more of these questions is
in the affirmative, then the project will be worthwhile.
Another aim should be to stimulate an interest in ge
ography by competing with other schools. It mil be benefi
cial to all concerned to hold such competition.
The third aim is to acquaint the public with present
day geography, Home people are still inclined to think of
this subject in terms of location. Our exhibits can show
these people the importance of geographic knowledge in to
day's world,
lames says, "In making plans for the exhibit, it
should be clear whether it is to be presented as a unit, or
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whether the displays are to he grouped under classified
headings."^ There are advantages and disadvantages to
both plans*
Both the school and comrnunity take pride in a unit
display which has a central theme, such as Latin America,
our country, or Europe*

All individual projects, such as

graphs, maps, statistics, and layouts can contribute to
such a theme.

As far as children are concerned, there is

so much more interest in an exhibit of this type because
class work can contribute to a common theme.

One objection

which teachers have to participating in an exhibit of indi
vidual projects is that the displays often have to be made
outside of class time. When this is so, preparation may be
come a burden for the children because of other demands made
on their time*
PL AIMING THE EXHIBIT
Plan to have variety, in the display. It is better to
have only one or two examples of each type of work rather than
many of the same type*

Display work which is real geography

and items which demonstrate an understanding of relationships.
Be sure that the information given is accurate. Plan to have
the exhibit attractively arranged. Have it eye-catching. Ob
serve balance and arrangement in placing the individual pieces
^Linnie B. James, "How to Prepare and Evaluate Mate
rial for Student Exhibits," Journal of Geography, LVIII (May,

1959).
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of work.

It is tetter

to have a few well arranged itens

than to have a confusing mass of unrelated ones. To get some
idea on how it will look, draw a diagram or sketch showing
how each item will fit into the whole.

Then develop the

plan.
The exhibit work should be teacher-pupil planned. It
is much better to have class participation, rather than iso
lated pupil activities.

It will motivate the class to carry

on research and turn out a higher quality of work.

Then, too,

each pupil feels that he has a share in it and a spirit of
team work develops.

The regular class work can include the

preparation of maps, graphs, posters, charts and profiles of
individuals or committees,

The finished materials can be put

in book form or a layout exhibit to which all have contributed.
If Individuals plan to do special work for the ex
hibit, the teacher should have a conference with each to learn
what type of work he envoys most and can do well.

After the

pupil has decided in which classification he wishes to work,
the teacher needs to help and advise him as to what geographic
concepts or relationships can "best be shorn by his work.

As

they plan, both teacher and pupil must keep in mind the cri
teria by which entry will probably be judged, that is, effec
tive presentation, creative ability, geographic skills, and
geographic relationship.
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
Let us consider map work.

There is no particular
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value In having a pupil copy a map from an encyclopedia or
a textbook just for the sake of copying it.

If the student

uses the map to show geographic relationships or if he
wishes to transfer material gleaned from research to the map,
then there is real value in it. It depends on the use made?
whether or not an exact copy is necessary. Often, one can
not justify the time consumed in making a perfect freehand
map, If one is doubtful, ask the question, "What did the
children learn by making the map? If the answer justifies
the amount of work and the time spent on it, then the making

6

of the map is of value.

Mans. The following are some characteristics of a
good mapj
1, Be simple, accurate and clear.
2, Have a meaningful title*
3, Show parallels and meridians on margins or edges
of the sheet.
i

V* Have a scale of miles.
5. Indicate coastline or political boundaries beyond
that of the country, or continent to show it is not an island.
(In case of a country or state, neighboring countries or
states should be indicated,)
6. Contain a key or legend with symbols explained.
7. Indicate source of data used on the map.

6Ibid*.

p. 156.
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Graphs*

The following questions should he asked

when making graphs:
1# Will the graphs contribute to the understanding
being developed?
2* Are the graphs neat and are they accurate and
clear as to meaning?
3* Do they show the total amount with which individ
ual items are to be compared? (If production by countries
is given, then data for the world should be included$ if
production by states is shown, include that of the United
States as a whole»)
hm Are the titles meaningful?
5?* Do they have a common base line used as a start
ing place for each item indicated? (To give a true picture,
this base line should start at zero#)
6* Are the keys and scale adequate? (Vertical or
horizontal scales or both may be necessary#)
7* Do the graphs provide sufficient data?
Charts *

Some characteristics to keep in mind when

constructing charts are:
1* Keep a chart simple#
presents one idea or comparison#

Remember that a good chart
It should tell its story

at a glance#
2# Make a chart so that it can be easily seen#

Have

it large enough so it can be read from all parts of the room#
3. Make it eye-catching and attractive*

Use contrast,

X Illcolor and plenty of space.

Keep the colors harmonious.

k. Leave plenty of space, at least equal to the
filled-in space on the chart,

ho not crowd material and

keep generous margins#
Posters#

There is little value in copying a picture

unless the relationships are understood#
sketches show relationships and ideas#

True geography
The sketches are the

application of information gained thru study#

The making of

posters is an activity which reveals the acquired facts# Some
characteristics of a good poster are:
1# Posters must present messages in compact form so
that the "big ideas" can be understood at a glance#
2# The prominent features of a poster must stand out
sharply#
3# A poster must have one idea which must be clear,
bold and simple in design#
If# A poster should have few words and prominent let
tering,
5# Key words should stand out in bold type, size or
position,
6. There must be a center of interest#
7. The poster must be pleasing to the eye#
Scranbooks#

Scrapbooks are of little value if they

are 3ust a collection of clippings and pictures#

It is the

use of these pictures and clippings that makes this work of
value to the ptipil,

If the student carries on some research
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and then tells something ah out the region he studied, then
the scrapbook has value,

When evaluating these hooks, the

teacher should ask herself, "How much good did this pupil
get out of his scraphook?" If it is merely a storage place
for materials never referred to, then the pupil's time in
making it has been wasted, Notehooks can he of great value
if they contain practical and usable materials*

A pupil

should fill it with valuable Items which can and will he
used for reference.
Layouts. Layouts are of great value because they
are the application of facts learned* They usually encour
age extensive research*

After preparing a visual presenta

tion of a geographic region, the class gains a clearer mental
impression of it. Let the pupils make all parts of the lay
out. Even if some of the items are not in their proper pro
portions, they are of greater value than purchased ones. The
layout will mean much more to them if they are made entirely
by members of the class. Much learning goes Into the work.
To use items bought in a store for an exhibit may give chil
dren the wrong concepts. For example, to place toy dairy
cows •.die re there should be beef,cattle Is creating an inac
curate concept*
CONCLUSION
Exhibits are of great value to the teacher and stu
dents In many ways. Perhaps the greatest is In teacher-pupil
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relationship.
Is the preparation of student exhibits worth all the
work on the part of the teacher and students? This work
supplies motivation for high quality work and for further re
search, Students become more critical of their own work in
the light of the criteria set up. Concomitant learnings are
many.

What teacher could ask for more?

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
Guidance in the elementary grades is an integral part
of the teaching5 learning process; is developmental rather
than adjustlve in character.

It is an integral part of edu

cation not a separate service.
Effective guidance requires close parent-teacher co
operation; the maintenance and xitilization of vario\JS records,
closer cooperation of elementary and secondary schools and
team-teaching.
Most issues in guidance at the elementary school level
are obviated when we assume that guiganee is good teaching.
In spite of tliis, this study considers several possible is
sues:

Should guidance be only for the child with problems?

VJhere does vocational guidance belong?

Is guidance accom

plished more efficiently with Individuals or with groups?
Should the elementary teacher be required to have special
training in guidance?
Teachers who assume their role of guiding learning
activities should have a guidance point of view,

Simply

stated, it is first of all a philosophy, a set of human val
ues, a faith in daily life relative to ones self, one*s work
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and people with whom one comes in contact#
As teachers, we should let parents know what goes
on during the time the child is in school*
done through the conference#

This can "be

Certain principles should

govern the discussion of problems with parents and definite
ways outlined to help the parent help the child#

Whenever

possible, the home visit may supplement or substitute for
the conference#
In order that each pupil may be placed in a learning
situation where he can best achieve his maximum the teacher
should know him. Each new group presents a challenge#

They

are not merely 30 children in a class, but they represent 30
patterns, 30 unique individuals, 30 small subcultures#
Curriculum is a series of planned experiences in
and out of school, selected by children and guided by adults
for personal growth and development#
The function of geography in school is to train fu
ture citizens to imagine accurately the conditions of the
great world stage so that they may think sanely about polit
ical and social conditions in the world around.

Geographic

education is Implicit in the objectives of modern education#
Geographic education is a most vital science to all
mankind and is a vital area in the school curriculum#
The new age has been called the atomic age, the age
of new metals, the synthetic age, the electronic age, and the
push-button age. It is likewise the geographic age#
Geographic skills should be sequential and systematic#
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They should begin in the elementary grades and increase in
difficulty at the high school level* Building concepts is
a life tin© operation*
The concepts and quantities should be made meaning
ful* They should he -well taught initially, and must be re
viewed with the student at all grades. To be well taught
they must be visualized.
Geography occupies a marginal position in the aca
demic societal and political life of our country.
Studies show that about % percent of teachers x>rho
will teach geography have not had any studies beyond that in
public school*
CONCLUSIONS
Teachers need an adequate knowledge of geography in
order to adequately help children acquire and understand the
concepts and skills*

Teachers will continue to fall short

of up-ranking geography as a subject and as a profession un
til they increase their training. Geographic concepts and
training can no more be taught by non-professionally trained
instructors of geography than can concepts of other disci
plines*
Many learning activities are needed to provide mean
ing and memory* They must be concrete as well as abstract*
They should be carefully chosen to enrich learning and not to
provide mental gymnastics*
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Intelligent guidance is necessary for good learning.
It ream res a knowledge of the subject; understanding the
characteristics of the pupils, including a knowledge of bio
logical and social requirements; a knowledge of the learning
process; and a knowledge of emotions, attitudes, and inter
ests of children#
Curriculum adjustments should be made in accord with
the findings resulting from cultural changes*

Would the con

cept of the good citizen of 1862 be an adequate concept of a
good citizen in 1962?

To what traditions, ideals, beliefs

and patterns of conduct would he have to be loyal?
Geography should be taught as a separate entity. To
combine geography with history because they are related might
lessen the pupils ability to think geographically and to
think historically#
It msut be restored

Usually, geography becomes submerged*
to Its former seat in the curriculum and

required of the student throughout school life, including
college#
Teaching geography requires the guidance of strong
teachers who have rich cultural backgrounds, who radiate en
thusiasm and who have had thorough training, experience and
a well-grounded knowledge of geographical content*
Progress must be measured and values gained in per
formance of learning noted#

Attempts should be made to find

reasons for low, or no performance and ways and means devel
oped to help children achieve to the level of their capacity#
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There is a difference between guidance and coun
seling*

The elementary teacher does both*
Cultural changes call for a readjustment of objec

tives, content, methods of instruction and means of evalu
ation#
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APPENDIX

TENTATIVE OUTLINE OF SEQUENCES FOR GEOGRAPHY1
It Is generally agreed "by most geographers that geog
raphy is a study of the description and interpretation of the
nature-made and man-made environments with an emphasis placed
on the interplay between the elements of each environment and
beWeen the two environments. The individual techniques and
tools introduced and the skills acquired are for the purpose
of attaining the aim of helping pupils think geographically
and read and study within a geographic framework or structure.
Elements of geographic education. The curriculum from
kindergarten through high school should deal with the primary
elements of both the nature-made (physical) and the man-made
environments. The primary geographic elements of the naturemade environment ares (1) earth and universe, (2) land and
land forms, (3) minerals and rocks, (^f) soil, (5) water and
bodies, (6) weather and climate, (7) plant life, (8) animal
life, and (9) locational and spatial relationships.
The primary geographic elements of the man-made en
vironment are: (1) amount and distribution of population, (2)
houses and settlements, (3) production and distribution, (*{•)
transportation and communication, (5) conservation, and (6)
recreation.
These are the elements which need to be introduced
and developed throughout elementary, secondary and college
levels.
Curriculum Guide for Geographic Education^
Suggested Sequences

K-8

K - First
Home and Away
Second
Local neighborhood and Beyond
Third
Communities and Their Environments
^Wilhelmina Hill, "A Tentative Working Outline of
Geographic Sequences for Kindergarten Through High School,"
Journal of Geography, LXI (January, 1962), 11.
2Ibid..

p. 12.

Fourth
a. Life In communities located in varying physi
cal and cultural (man-made) environment situ
ations*
b* Geography of the home state
Fifth
a, United States (including other outlying areas
of the United States) and Canada
b, United States
c, Western Hemisphere
Sixth
a.
b,
e„
d,

Latin America
Canada and Latin America
Eastern Hemisphere
I^atin America, Africa (South of the Sahara)
and Australia (South Atlantic Ocean)

Seventh
a* Eurasia
b, Eastern Hemisphere
c. Europe5 the USSR, Forth Africa and Southeast
(the Artie Ocean)
d» Our United States in the Working World
e, Europe and Forth Africa
f, Europe and the USSR
Eighth
a. Local community, state, and the United States
in their Larger Geographic Settings and World
Relations
b» United States and World Patterns
c. Tropical Study of the United States
d. Asia - USSR
e* Asia (including USSR and Southwestern Asia)
and the Pacific and Indian Oceans
Suggested Courses - Grades 9-12^
During these years, 9-12 inclusive, high school stu
dents deserve opportunities to achieve definite geography
learnings—knowledge, competencies and attitude and behavior
outcomes by concentrating on World Geography, At least one
such course should be available for all students in each
senior high school. Other studies might well concentrate on

%bid,. p, 12,

given World Patterns of Economic Geography; Geography of
Strategic Areas; Geography of Wrold Cultures and specific
problems in Natural Environment and World Political Geog
raphy, as "well as Geography of Earth and Space Science (ele
ments of the natural environment and their significance).
The following courses are suggested;
World Geography
Physical Geography (Earth Science)
Economic Geography
Conservation of Natural Resources
Geography of Selected Areas
World Political Geography
The geographic sequences1'" for curriculum planning
ware prepared by a Curriculum Guide Committee appointed by
Dr. Jewell Phelps, 1961 President of the National Council
for Geographic Education,

